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PREFACE 
A successful, large, real-time management information system just 
does not happen. There are many challenging constraints which must be 
properly considered or disaster may result. Its development, test, and 
installation activities must be planned and controlled. There has been 
especially limited treatment of the testing aspects, but it is here 
where the most serious schedule and resource commitments have been pre-
viously missed. This dissertation develops a general model of the eight 
phases assumed to constitute the management information system cycle 
with special emphasis on the testing activities. Then, the general 
model is applied to a specific project. It demonstrates that it is 
possible to develop a general management information system model which 
can be successfully applied to a specific management information system. 
By utilizing the approach provided in the dissertation, it is possible 
to meet the testing objective - there must be a structured, non-
redundant, series of progressive tests which insure that the management 
information system will be installed in the shortest amount of elapsed 
time with a minimum resource level. 
I work for International Business Machines (IBM) at Sterling Forest, 
New York. My present assignment is to coordinate the various activities 
of a complex, real-time manufacturing information system (MIS) which is 
to be installed in IBM locations throughout the world0 Special emphasis 
of the work assignment is placed on the testing aspects which insures 
that the user requirements are incorporated in the management 
, , , 
information system. My advisory committee approved my proposal to study 
this area. 
This dissertation is the culmination of a Ph.D. program. It was 
undertaken with the support of an education leave of absence from IBM 
for the entire 1972 calendar year. The study for the dissertation was 
begun in 1971 and completed in 1973. It relies heavily upon my previous 
work experience at IBM during the past eight years. The opportunity 
provided by various work assignments and also the educational leave of 
absence is greatly appreciated. 
This dissertation consists of six chapters. The Introduction, 
Chapter I, provides a background for understanding the historical devel-
opment of information processing and then discusses how computers are 
used in organizations. The Problem Formulation, Chapter II, is where 
the problem is stated, the purpose of the study is explained, the 
literature search is examined, and the procedure or methodology used to 
insure the purpose is provided. Chapter III provides a discussion of 
Management Information Systems. It first defines the term "Management 
Information Systems" by quoting various definitions and then by develop-
ing the definition used in the remainder of the dissertation. Then, the 
eight phases assumed to constitute the MIS are examined, the advantages 
and disadvantages of real-time MIS versus batch MIS are discussed, an 
approach to a MIS organization is developed, and a planning and control 
methodology which is to be used throughout the remainder of the disserta-
tion is provided. In Chapter IV, the general model for a MIS is devel-
oped with the emphasis on the testing aspects. The chapter begins by 
discussing the various advantages and disadvantages of modeling. It 
proceeds by providing the model considerations and then discussing the 
type of computer languages which should be considered to meet the model 
considerations. It then develops the rationale for selecting MINIPERT as 
the computer language used in this dissertation. Finally, the general 
model is developed and described according to the planning and control 
concepts provided in Chapter III. It must be emphasized that the eight 
phases of the MIS are modeled to provide the framework but that most of 
the emphasis is on the tssting aspects. Chapter V begins by describing 
the actual MIS. It continues by describing the application of the 
general model to the actual situation. Then, the model analysis and 
validation procedures are discussed. Chapter VI is the last chpater and 
it provides an overview of the entire dissertation. It provides the 
summary, conclusions, and recommendations. If one desires an overall 
understanding of the dissertation, it is suggested that the last 
chapter be read. 
I wish to express my appreciation to the members of my advisory 
committee: Dr. S. Keith Adams, Dr. Hamid K. Eldin, Dr. Earl J. Ferguson, 
School of Industrial Engineering and Management, and Professor Fred M. 
Black, Administrative Science Department. The committee assisted me in 
the planning of a program of study, selection of a research area, and in· 
the major portion of preparatory course work. Special appreciation is 
expressed to my Major Adviser and Thesis Adviser, Dr. Hamid K. Eldin, 
who provided not only the initial guidance but greatly assisted in the 
research phase. 
There have been others who have contributed to the successful com-
pletion of this study: Mr. John B. Hudak, IBM Manager in Common Systems 
Development, who has provided the continual keen insight into various 
information system problems; Dr. Philip E. Hicks, Chairman of the 
v 
Department of Industrial Engineering, New Mexico State University, for 
his mot i vat iona.l inf 1 uences ; Mr. Mart in F. Ziac, IBM Director of Common 
Systems Development; who.has developed and has implemented a successful 
strategy from a quagmire of squalidity; and many others. 
Finally, special thanks go to my parents, Warren O. and Anna G., 
for their continual love, understanding, and confidence. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Information Processing Revolution 
For centuries man did not quantify information. He began to count 
on his fingers and toes only because of the need to survive. But, when 
it came to such things as counting all the cattle in a field he was in a 
quandary, so he started to use pebbles, notched sticks, and even knotted 
ropes. Next, he progressed to the point where a computational aid was 
needed to keep track of the many tedious arithmetic calculations. One 
of the first items utilized was the abacus. This device has lasted as 
the most important computational aid over the past 2000 years. In fact, 
today, it is probably the world's most widely used calculator. 
The next major development occurred when man progressed from the 
manual stage to the machine assisted stage. This began in 164:2 wn.en 
Blaise Pascal introduced the_. first adding machine. Three decades later, 
a machine that could add, divide, subtract, multiply, and extract roots 
was invented by Gottfried Leibniz. Then, in the 1820 1 s and early 
t8JO's, Professor Charles Babbage, generally regarded as the godfather 
of the digital computer, conceived an "Analytical Engine". Many people 
consider this to be the predecessor of the automatic computer. It had a 
unit called a "store", whicll was a memory, and a data processing unit or 
arithmetic unit called a "mill". Data co~'ld be entered by either 
setting the dials or by the use of cards. When there were intermediate 
1 
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results, they were placed in the 11store 11 and obtained later as needed. 
It was an information machine designed to be capable of performing com-
plex processes on information without manual intervention. It was 
designed to have a 20 place accuracy. However, due to the lack of tech-
nological advances in this time period, the machine never became func-
tional. But, it did establish the basic computer concepts. 
The next major improvement occurred in the late 19JO's and early 
194o•s when the Automatic S~quence Controlled Calculator, MARK I, became 
the first progranuned computer to operate successfully. It was developed 
and built at Harvard University by Professor Howard Aiken with the 
financial and technical support of International Business Machines (IBM). 
This electro-mechanical machine consisted of punching, reading, and 
printing units along with the appropriate cams, counters, relays, etc. 
A significant break.through in engineering technology took place 
when the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator (ENIAC) was 
developed - the world's first electronic computer~ It was designed by 
Dr. Presper Eckert and Dr. Jo.hn Mauchly at the University ofPennsylvania. 
in cooperation with Major Herman Goldstine of the U.S. Army. It was 
designed to help in the calculation of mathematical tables for the 
firing of projectiles.· Its approximately 18,500 tubes and 1,500 relays 
all had to work correctly to obtain valid results. 
Basically, a computer consists of two parts - the hardware and the 
software (1) which is portrayed in Figure 1. 
The hardware consists of memory; physical entities such as the 
input devices, output devices; and the central processing unit (which 
contains the control unit and arithmetic unit). The programs and their 
related data are fed into the memory through the input device. Then, 
3 
the :instructions are scmt to the control unit which, 1n turn, sends some 
data to the arithmetic unit and also tells the arithmetic unit what to 
clo. The ari thmctic unit contains a section call,)d the accumulator where 
various arithmetic operations are performed and the results are saved. 
Aft0r all the instructions are completed, the results are sent to the 
output device where the human utili,.;es the information. 
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Figure 1. Computer Hardware and Software 
The first generation of computers, from approximately 1954 to 1959, 
were generally developed for scientific uses. The major emphasis was 
placed on computational capability, rather than ease of input or output. 
The vacuum tube was the essential ingredient and also the main problem 
(due to relatively short life, bulk, and heat). The second generation 
of computers began with the introdu·ction of the ·transistor. These com-
puters had small, magnetized rings or cores for storing data and 
instructions, greater computing power, and were. smaller and faster. The 
third generation of computers began in about 196~. Its main distinctive 
factor was monolithic circuitry. These computers provide even greater 
processing speeds, and enhanced input and output performance. Also, the 
third generation includes the. development of advanced programming con-
cepts (operating system) which allows the computer to control the han~ 
dling of jobs on a priority basis, checking for input and output data 
errors, job accounting, and corrective action when errors are found. 
Currently, we are entering the fourth generation of computers denoted 
by the extension of the micro electronic concepts into such areas as 
Large Scale Integration (LSI). This type of extension makes it possible 
to greatly increase the number·of circuits per square foot. In the 
foreseeable future, a computer equivalent to the System/J60 Model 50 
I 
will be put together' on an 8-by-10 inch circuit board. By increasing 
the computer circuit densities, one is not creating a revolution, such 
as the one when the transistor replaced the vacuum tube, but rather an 
ever increasing evol:ution. 
The computer can do many powerful things, !but at the same time it 
has some inherent limitations.· Frirst of all, computers are not inex-
pensive. Even though the average cost of computation has been steadily 
5 
decreasing, a substantial investment is required. Also, the computer, 
contrary to what many believe, does not possess any intelligence. It 
cannot solve problems for which it has not been programmed. However, 
there are some real advantages which will probably offset the limita-
tions. For instance, the computer can perform precisely and quickly. 
The time to perform calculations is measured ,in nanoseconds (billionths 
of a second) with precision going to sixteen dec,imal digits. It can 
work for thousands of hours without errors on the most trivial or com-
plex problems. It can also store huge quantities of information in an 
integrated data base which can be retrieved by many different users in 
seconds. 
There does not seem to be a visible stopping point for the informa-. 
tion processing revolution. Computers are being utilized for more 
diverse activities. In banking, there will be a money-card system where 
cash will not change hands. The ·stores will have terminals which will 
be .utilized to debit and credit the customer's account on the central 
computer. If there .is not enough money, the system will respond by 
either rejecting the customer's order or perhaps advancing credit for 
an appropriate charge. In teaching, there will 'be greater use o.f 
computer-assisted instruction. , The student will progress at his own 
learning rate. The computer will have parameters on the student's score 
and learning rate, and when necessary will provfde more individualized 
drill. In business, there will be common integrated data bases which 
I 
will provide stronger ties between the logistics~ personnel, and 
financial areas. The total systems approach to managing will be much 
closer,. There will also be major advancements iri the useage of 
computers in many other disciplines, such as medicine, police, 
simulation, etc. 
6 
An excellent summary of some events which will further enhance the 
information processing revolution are listed in Table I. The projection 
was made in January 1969 by G. B. Bernstein and was published by Rothman 
and Mosman (1). 
As can be seen in Table I, the computer, if planned correctly, can 
help insure more individuality by being able to reduce conformity. 
Ideas, instead of being grouped and then tested in mass, can now be 
individually considered. Manufactured products, such as automobiles, 
can be made to customer request by utilizing computer scheduling tech-
niques. Hopefully, in the long trend, the individual will benefit. 
The information revolution, however, has not been a smooth process. 
There is a myriad of problems when attempting to develop, test, and 
install computer programs. Today, there are many challep.ging areas 
'Which need to be investigated so that it is possible to implement com-
puter programs in the shortest elapsed time with the least amount of 
resources. Problems become intensified during the testing activities 
where the resources are always. the highest and the schedule is usually 
the •tightest. It is for the'se reasons. that there is a need for further 
investigation. 
Computers in Organizations 
The initial application of computers was in scientific and engi-
neering applications. During the p~st two·decades, organizations have 
started to use the computers for business applications. Usually the 
accounting function is the first candidate for computerization because 
TABIE I 
FIFTEEN-YEAR FORECAST OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
( Source No. 1) 
Event 
HARDWARE 
Communicating With a Computer 
English -- limited 
English -- good 
Voice -- limited 
Voice -- good 
Optical Character Reader 
10K char/sec 
cost< $20K 
script 
Automatic Fingerprint Recognition 
Speech Recognition to Identify Speakers 
High Density Electro-optical Storage 
5-20K bits/square inch 
200-fold Improvement in Cost/Operation 
Memory Cost 
<1 sec access 
.001 mila/bit 
Reasonable Change of 
Occurring In 
(Probability 20%) 
1974: 
1980 
1971 
1971 
1972 
1970 
1975 
1986 
1973 
1970 
1974: 
1971 
Expected 
To Occur In 
(Probability 50%) 
1980 
1985 
1974 
1980 
1977 
1972 
1980 
1990 
1977 
1973 
1978 
1974: 
Almost Certain 
,.-:'To Occur: In 
{Probability 9o%) 
1990 
1995 
1978 
1987 
1981 
197~ 
2000 
2000 
1983 
1976 
1985 
1977 
"7',l 
Event 
Memory Cost (Continued) 
1010-1012 bi ts 
read only 
Mass Storage 
1011-1012 bi ts 
< 1 sec access 
< 1 mil/bit 
10 7-108 bits 
< 1 microsecond access 
1 mil/bit 
Laser-Oriented Memory and File Storage 
109-1010 bits 
few mils/bits 
Erasable Mass Storage 
1010 bi ts 
< 10 millisecond access 
.1 mil/bit 
1013 bi ts 
< 1 sec access 
cost .1 mil/bit 
1015 bit memories 
10-7¢/bit 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Reasonable Change 0£ 
Occurring In 
(Probability 20%) 
1972 
1970 
1973 
1973 
1974 
1975 
Expected 
To Occur In 
(Probability 50%) 
1975 
1972 
1976 
1976 
1977 
1980 
Almost Certain 
To Occur In 
(Probability 90%) 
1978 
1974 
1979 
1979 
1980 
1982 
co 
Event 
SOFTWARE 
Machine Indexing of '!'ext and Picture Data 
Natural English for File Inquiry 
Cheap, "accurate" Indexing of Natural 
Language Text 
Accept and Learn the Semantics of Natural 
Language 
TABLE I (CONTINUED) 
Reasonable Change of 
Occurring In 
(Probability 20%) 
1972 
1974: 
1972 
1971 
Expected 
To Occur In 
(Probability 50%) 
·1976 
1976 
197lr:-
1973 
Almost Certain 
To Occur In 
(Probability 90%) 
1986 
1985 
1976 
1975 
'° 
it possesses high volume and standarized clerical and statistical data 
manipulation. As a result, payroll, accounts payable, and accounts 
receivable are the first jobs to be adapted to the computer. 
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Today there are over 50,000 computers being utilized throughout the 
world. If organizations are to meet the changing environment and compe-
tition, more imaginative computer applications must be devised. The 
explosive growth of computer technology manifesting itself in improved 
reliability, speed, and capacity has made it economically advantageous 
to apply the computer to previously unconsidered applications. It can 
be realistically assumed that computers are capable of doing almost any 
job where the limitations seem to be solely on the imagination of the 
users. 
During the twentieth century, there has been enormous growth in the 
size of organizations. This expansion has generally produced decentral-
ized divisions which have their own staff functions. These functions 
are generally duplicated within some of the organization's other divi-
sions. There was a need for each division to have an individual com-
puter system which would handle the division's unique problems. This 
creates a hardship on the information system throughout the entire 
organization. Each function usually has its own operating procedures 
which can cause problems in attempting to derive common information for 
the entire organization. It makes the decision-making process more com-
plex and longer than desired. With this in mind, it can be quickly seen 
that there would be different perspectives, dependent upon one's loca-
tion in the organization, on the question of centralization versus 
decentralization for both the computer system and the planning and con-
trol functions. In the past, each division has generally had its own 
11 
computer system which was tailored to its own needs. However, if the 
computer system is centralized, there are some obvious advantages and 
also some hidden disadvantages. Technically, it is not a problem to 
have one centralized computer system. The formation of an integrated 
data bank provides common information to everyone in the entire orga-
nization and thereby to every staff function in each division. It is 
possible to treat information requests on an overall organization basis 
rather than differently at each division. For instance, a large multi-
plant manufacturing organization would be able to purchase all materials 
ut'ilizing a centralized computer system. This would result in an econ-
omy of scale. Another advantage is that one large central computer 
would offer lower cost per unit of processing. This would result in not 
only greater operatio~al efficiency, but probably also in more varied 
services. Therefore, it would be easier to implement new company pro-
grams and also to attract more key professional p~rsonnel. Other sig-
nificant savings would result from· only one common data preparation step 
for all personnel, from having only one data base which is commonly 
understood by all employees, and from having one system which can react 
to change. Also, it would be possible to transfer products, programs, 
etc. from one division to another. One of the most important benefits 
occurs when a production schedule is changed. It could take as long as 
three months to determine the new detailed requirements using batch 
processing and manual methods at different locations. Utilizing a cen-
tralized computer system, 'it would be possible to shorten this entire 
cycle to three weeks. But, the case for decentralization of the com-
puter system also has some significant benefits. The larger the com-,· 
puter system, the more the· chance for a problem which will cause the 
12 
entire computer system to fail. Therefore, there may be more delays 
and errors and the risk of a breakdown in the computer affects the 
entire or.ganization rather than an unique function. Also, a considera-
tion which is sometimes not adequately assessed is the effect of the 
computer centralization on managerial performance and motivation. When 
a manager has his own computers, he is, in fact, totally accountable for 
results. When he has to rely on a computer system that he does not con-
trol, he can lose the ability to make meaningful commitments. Today, 
the proponents of centralized computer systems are winning. There is a 
definite tendency to centralize and thereby reduce the higher costs of 
many smaller computer systems. As time progresses, this cost differen-
tial between one large system and many smaller systems will increase. 
It is also generally recognized that the limitations inherent in having 
one large computer system can be managed through experience and the 
continual improvement in appropriate communication channels. 
A trend which is becoming much more common is the total systems 
approach. It is not new but has been receiving recognition in the com-
monly heard terms - "management information system", "integrated 
approach", "total information system", or even "on-line, real-time 
computer system11 • Basically the concept proposes that a system consists 
of many interdependent sub-systems which are interlocked together, per-
haps with the use of a computer. This total system is an integration of 
all major operating systems within a company and incorporates the infor-
mation needed for planning and control so that timely and accurate 
decisions can be made by man'.agers of all l~vels. However, it is impor-
tant to realize that everyone views the concept in a different manner, 
dependent upon their perspective. 
1.3 
One of the tenets, held by many, is that a computer is a necessary 
and vital ingredient to the total systems; however, is the computer a 
necessity in the total system concept? If one simply takes a look at 
General Motors or Ford in the 1920's, one will quickly realize that 
their organizations embodied the total system concept. However, it is 
important to point out that today's modern computer does enhance the 
value of the total system. It provides the means of implementation and 
then maintenance. Thereforej through evolution the computer has become 
an ingredient in the total system concept. 
The planning and control function, much like the computer system, 
can vary in degrees between being centralized or decentralized. Looking 
at it from the perspective of a division manager, he is losing his con-
trol in direct proportion to the degree of centralization. Another 
argument for decentralization is that the planning and control group in 
each division has access to the day-to-day real world problems. It is 
thereby able to develop and implement the most realistic plans. How-
ever, there should always be some degree of centralization to provide 
overall procedures, policies, and programs. There are also better eco-
nomics in having just one centralized function. This centralized func-
tion can afford to provids the specialized work which will attract the 
capable professional. There would be less duplication of effort and the 
organization would be .planned as a balanced whole. During the past few 
decades, there has been a tendency to decentralize the planning and con-
trol functions to the various divisions. However, with the advent of 
large integrated data bases, there is an exceflent opportunity for cen-
tralized planning and controlling, but with decentralized operations. 
Through the use of real-time, on-line systems, the operations manager in 
each division can interrogate the centralized data base with his own 
terminal. He can then see the results of alternative decisions and 
thereby make the best decision. 
i4 
It is possible through the use of integrated data bases to mold or 
split almost any function in or across division boundaries. There are 
many imaginative ways in which this can be accomplished. It must always 
be remembered that man designs the computer systems to carry out the 
function he wants. Never does the computer system dictate that man must 
carry out prescribed functions in a prescribed map_~er. In this concept, 
management has the option to utilize the computers in any manner. They 
can determine the degree of centralization. Since it is equally possi-
ble for the operating personnel as well as the top management to use the 
same common data base 1 the need for middle management will decrease. 
This will tend to flatten the organization. 
CHAPTER II 
PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Statement of Problem 
Currently, most management information systems do not meet their 
predefined goals on schedule or within the planned resources. The prob-
lem has not been in the "technical aspects" of the system, but rather in 
the planning and control process of answering the basic questions of 
how, who, where, why, and when. The problems can occur in any one of 
the complex set of interrelated activities which constitute the manage-
ment information system. However, the problem is usually intensified 
if it must be corrected in the testing,activities. Historically, the 
problem has been viewed as;being independent of all other activities. 
The emphasis has usually been placed on the activity in trouble, many 
times at the expense of the other act'ivities. 
Through gathering data on various management information system 
projects in International Business Machines, the approximate percentage 
of resources and elapsed time estimates over the eight phases assumed to 
constitute the eight phases of the MIS has been established and are 
portrayed in Figure 2. Chapter III develops the framework for the eight 
phases along with appropriate descriptions. It should be emphasized 
that the hump in the installation phase reflec~srthe added resources 
required for cutting the new system over to production. No matter how 
well planned and tested the system is after system test, there is 
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usually a need for additional resources. As can be seen in Figure 2, 
the cross hatched testing activities in the progranuning and test phase, 
system test phase, and installation phase, account for a very high 
percentage of elapsed time and also resources. Testing is defined to 
' 
mean all the activities after the programs are coded through actual 
reliance (cut-over) at the installation location. Therefore, testing is 
not limited only to checking-out the programs to insure their correct 
functioning, but also to the factors which will either enhance or limit 
their successful installation. In the past, problems in the testing 
activities have been the most disasterous. A few of the potential prob-
lems·are found in Figure 3. 
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Desiqn Changes 
.user 
.Technical 
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Figure J. Factors Affecting Testing 
Some of the factors aff1cting the testing process are described in 
this section at a general ov~rview level. The detail analysis and 
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discussion of all the factors is found in Appendix A which contains the 
activity descriptions for the general model. 
The resource expenditures during the testing activities are 
extremely high. Not only are there personnel costs, but there is also 
considerable computer time required to insure that the programs, appli-
cations, subsystems, and system function according to specifications. 
The resource required follow a cumulative curve similar to the one in 
Figure 4. 
FEASIBILIT~--1> TEST------it> INSTALLATION 
Figure 4. Cumulative Resource Expenditure 
Versus Phase 
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It is much easier 'to test a management information system which 
provides few straightforward functions than it is to test a large system 
which provides many complex functions. As the scope of the management 
information system increases, the complexity increases proportionally. 
This, in turn, forces the resources to increase at an exponential rate 
as depicted in Figure 5. 
SYSTEM COMPLEXITY 
Figure 5. Resources Required Versus 
System Complexity 
To more definitively define the size of a management information 
system, a comparison between small and large is provided in Table II. 
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It must be noted that the comparisons are of application source code not 
including comments. 
TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF SMALL VERSUS LARGE SYSTEM 
Size 
Small 
Medium 
Large 
Approximate Number 
of Lines of Code 
J00,000 or less 
600,000 
900,000 or more 
Another consideration required with large systems are documentation 
requirements. In a small system, documentation can be done by word-of-
mouth or in small meetings. However, when there are larger groups (10 
and up) involved, it is necessary to :follow standard documentation 
guidelines. The testing phase should insure that the appropriate 
documentation is not only written, but that the documentation corre-
sponds to the system's performance and to the documentation standards. 
The nature of "real time" adds an additional concern in the testing 
phases. The response time o:f a real':'time 'system is usually measured in 
short time intervals - seconds or parts of seconds. With a batch 
system, the response time is usually measured in longer time intervals -
hours or days. The testing problems become more difficult to find with 
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real-time in that the computer may become inoperable due to an infinite 
number of transaction combinations. Another factor is that real-time 
generally implies on-line and.time-sharing capabilities which implies a 
large centralized computer. When a large system becomes inoperable, the 
problem is difficult to define and the solution development a complex 
process. The batch system being generally smaller and less complex is 
easier to fix. 
Usually, it is not possible to develop and install a large, real-
time system all at once due to schedule and resource constraints. The 
normal approach is to develop the system in predefined releases which 
can be made operable at·the installation locations in installation 
steps. As can be imagined, this causes a complexity of interrelation-
ships between programs, applications, subsystems, releases, and logical 
installation units. Synchronization is quite complex when attempting to 
implement a meaningful schedule which will satisfy installation require-
ments. Although eventually the entire management information system, 
which is composed of all the releases, will progress through all eight 
phases, at any one point in time the.programs can be in different 
phases. The programs make up an application which is considered to be 
a manageable, trackable, piece of code with a defined function. A sub~ 
system consists of a group of similar applications. Various applica-
tions are brought together during the testing phases to form releases 
which are provided to the installing locations in terms of installation 
steps. The building of a management information system is depicted in 
Figure 6. 
Change requests are an ever present workload generator which must 
be considered. Every effort should be made to under.stand this actiyity 
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because it will affect the quality and duration of the testing. 
Requests for changing the design may come from any one of several 
sources. The request may be based on providing design enhancements, 
performance improvements, technical compatibility, etc. Generally, the 
risk of satisfying the users with regard to design enhancements is 
dependent upon how far the system has progressed. This is shown in 
Figure 7. 
Feasibility--C> Test ---C>Installati.on 
Figure 7. Risk of l{ser Dissatisfaction 
The risk of making design changes and performance improvements 
because of technical problems also decreases over the system's progress, 
but follows a different pattern. This trend is depicted in Figure 8. 
Feasibility --4> Test ----t> Installation _t> 
Figure 8. Risk of Technical Problems 
Probably the most critical problem in insuring a successful system 
is the development of a comprehensive testing strategy and then the 
conununication of that strategy to all affected areas. Barnard (2) 
points out that "An organization comes into being when (1) there are 
persons able to communicate with each other (2) who are willing to 
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contribute action (J) to accomplish a common purpose. 11 The conunon pur-
pose assumed to bind men together in this dissertation is the installa~ 
ti.on of a successful management information with schedule and resource 
constraints. One of the essential ingredients is a comprehensive test-
ing strategy. There are many different, complex technical terms which 
are applied to various testing activities. But, if one goes beyond 
these technical terms, a similarity among the various detailed activi-
ties between various systems becomes evident. Communication of the 
precise meaning and makeup to each of the technical terms is, in fact, 
one of the major problems. 
Purpose o.f Study 
There is a critical need to understand large, real-time management 
information systems so that its resources and schedules can be success-
fully planned and controlled, especially in the complex, expensive 
testing activities. The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a 
general management information system model and then apply it to a 
specific situation so that the stated critical need can be accomplishF1d. 
It should be understood that the purpose is not to provide an immediate 
answer to a specif'ic problem, but ra.ther to assist in the development 
and analysis of alternative solutions through the application o.f a 
computer-based model. The goal is to provide management a technique for 
understanding and then managing the increasingly complex activities in 
the eight system phases - emphasizing the testing activities. 
It is not possible to develop a generalized model which is directly 
applicable to solve all problems in all management information systems. 
However, through minor modifications to the generalized model, all 
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management information systems can be appropriately modeled so that 
alternative decisions can be evaluated. This is primarily because there 
is a similarity in generic activities from one management information 
system to another. 
Literature Search 
There is a considerable amount of literature concerning the various 
phases inherent in management information systems. Blumenthal (3) 
describes management information systems from a general overview level 
while emphasizing that there is a framework through which each manage-
ment information system passes. One of the best descriptions of the 
various phases is done by Benjamin (4). He breaks the development cycle 
into various smaller tasks and then defines and discusses each one. 
However, neither Blumenthal or Benjamin discuss the phases involving 
testing activities to a meaningful level or discuss the phase relation-
ships in a modeling context. 
There is also a considerable amount of literature concerning the 
management aspects of management information systems. Szweda (5) de-
fines the role of the data processing manager in t.he pl arming, orga= 
nizing, evaluating, and decision making processes. He discusses the 
delegation of authority, line and staff functions, personnel selection, 
etc. in great detail. Another excellent source of the management 
aspects, especially with regard to historical development of management 
information systems, is Sanders (6). Another valuable book which dis-
cusses how to organize, staff, andmanage the management inf'ormation 
system is by Albrecht (7). He also provides' a case study on the 
development and implementation of an organization f'or a large company. 
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Most of the literature has been in reference to batch-mode manage-
ment information systems. There is considerably less literature con-
cerning real-time and even less concerning large, real-time management 
information systems. Although some of the principles concerning batch-
mode systems apply to real-time systems, the real-time system is really 
an unique entity which has its own characteristics and considerations. 
There has been a considerable amount of published and unpublished 
literature concerning the interactions between the software and hardware 
of a management information system. Martin (8) (9) and Flores (10) (11) 
are probably the most widely known. They have discussed the various 
technical aspects of computer programming as well as the physical design 
of the computer systems. To gain an understanding of their ideas and 
concepts is mandatory before one can attempt to plan and control a 
management information system. 
Currently, there is a lack of literature concerning the development 
and application of a computer-based management information model which 
considers all the activities in an interrelated frrunework. 
Procedure 
There are many procedures which can be used to develop this dis-
sertation. Each procedure has its own advantages and disadvantages. 
The procedure selected is depicted in Figure 9 and is described by dis-
cussing each step. 
Step #1 includes all the activities which are necessary before the 
general model can be constructed. This includes a thorough search of 
the literature, statement of the problem, definition of the dissertation 
purpose, and selection of the most appropriate computer modeling 
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language. The material developed in Step #1 is provided in Chapters I, 
II, and III. 
Step #2 consists of the activities required to develop the general 
model before it is run for the first time. This step equates to the 
acti.vities required to design and code a management information system. 
It includes the construction of the first-pass general design network 
model, the collection of the elapsed time and resource data for each 
activity, the consideration and statement of all environmental factors, 
and the coding of the general model. The material developed in this 
step is found in Chapter IV and also in Appendix A. 
Step #3 consists of the final development and the preliminary 
validation of the general model. The general model, which had been 
designed and coded in the previous step, is loaded on the computer via 
an IBM 2741 terminal. Then, the model is debugged with regard to input 
errors. After the input is debugged, output reports are generated. The 
output is then analyzed for model logic errors. After insuring that the 
logic errors are corrected, the output reports are analyzed with regard 
to the effects of the data elapsed time durations. If there are prob-
lems, the data has to be analyzed and evaluated to insure that it is 
compatible with the model logic. The quickest way to determine data 
validity, in this case, is to evaluate the activities on and near the 
critical path. If the activities on the critical path are in fact the 
critical ones, the logic and data are correct. The material developed 
in this step is found in Chapter IV and also was the basis for the 
first-pass of Appendix B. 
Step #4: is where the dissertation's previous work is applied to an 
actual management information system. In the application, it is 
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necessary to alter the previously developed general model to reflect the 
real-world situation. The application of the general model to a spe- ... 
cific management information system causes a new specific model to be 
developed. The specific model, by design, must possess the general 
model considerations. As with the general model, the specific model 
must be designed, coded, tested, and validated. The validation process 
of the specific model is easier to accomplish because there are defini-
tive schedules and end products for each of the activities. The valida-
tion pr<:>cessof the specific model in effect also validates the general 
model. The material developed in this step, including the description 
of the specific management information system, is found in Chapter V. 
Step #5 is the last step and it includes the development of the 
summary, conclusions, and recommendations. The summary provides a brief 
composite of the entire dissertation, the conclusions are the results 
of the dissertation, and the recommendations are those items which 
should be investigated further. This material is found in Chapter VI 
and provides an overview of the dissertation. 
CHAPTER III 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Definition 
The term ''Management Information Systems" connotes various meanings 
to different people. In an effort to avoid any problems in understand~ 
ing its composition, various definitions will be provided. Then, a 
definition is developed which will be used throughout the remainder of 
this dissertation. 
The following management information system definitions are 
provided: 
In summary then, a Management Information System 
develops to the needs of management for accurate, timely, 
and meaningful data in order to plan, analyze, and control 
the organization's activities and thereby optimize its 
survival and growth. The MIS accomplishes this mission for 
management by providing means for input, processing, and 
output of data plus a feedback-decision network that helps 
management respond to current and future changes in the 
internal and external environment of the organization (12). 
It should be clear at this point that the management 
information system is the catalyst and the nerve center of 
the organization. Moreover, it is the common system that 
permits the four other resource systems (money, manpower, 
materials, machine and facilities) 'to function as an inte-
grated whole. It performs this integrative role in four 
ways: (1) it provides information among all four systems 
regarding the impact of each on the whole; (2) it estab-
lishes sensors and control measures for data acquisition 
required by the other four systems; (J) it maintains central 
data banks relative to lthe decision processes of the other 
four systems; (4) it generates output information on demand 
and on an exception basis that reflects the operation of all 
systems, including the management information system (13). 
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The effective MIS does specific things in response to 
specific requirements. It furnishes relevant data in useful 
form to the right person, at the right time, for use in man-
agement decisions. MIS is the system which generates that 
information often already supposed to be in the hands of 
management (14). 
A MIS is a system that aids management in making, 
carrying out, and controlling decisions (15). 
As one can see, there are many different concepts of a management 
information system. It can range from an extremely simple to a large, 
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complex, computer-based system. However, it should be noted that there 
are also some similarities. Almost all definitions either imply or 
state that there is some type of input data, processing data, and then 
output information. This is visualized in Figure 10. 
I INPUT DATA PROCESSING .... OUTPUT I t> DATA ... INFORMATION 
Figure 10. Elementary ·Management Information 
System Components 
Therefore, if a person is "thinking", there is, in fact, a manage-
ment information system. The person has received some type of stimulus 
(data input) which has caused him to think (processing data), and he 
will either take immediate action or wait for more stimuli before taking 
action (information output). This is a rather simplistic system. 
Larger systems could include a person reading a clock, one person 
talking to another, a group of people discussing politics, engineers 
tracking the progress of a spacecraft, etc. 
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1be management information system definition used in this disser-
tation assumes that input data, processing data, and output information 
are necessary ingredients but also that a real-time, on-line ,computer 
system (implies common integrated data base) is utilized in an environ-
ment to affect the decision making process of one or more people. On-
line means that the point-of-origin devices can communicate with the 
main processor and the main processor with the various remote devices 
(16). Real-time is a relative concept but if the time between the 
entering of information into the computer system and the logical 
response to this input, is insignificant, then the system can be said 
to be real-time (16). 'The word insignificant may be measured in terms 
of seconds, minutes, or hours, depending on the unique application. The 
key is that the output information affects the decision making process. 
Although the definition developed in this dissertation is the opposite 
extreme from the simplistic management information system, it is where 
the greatest benefits are forthcoming. It is here where the state-of-
the-art techniques are being developed to assist man in almost all 
facets of the environment. 
Framework 
Most management information systems progress through various over-
lapping phases. If one compares these phases between different manage-
ment information systems, a similarity will evolve. This commonality 
starts with the initial feasibility discussions and ends, assuming that 
it progresses through all other phases, when the management information 
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system has been installed and is being maintained. In most situations, 
these phases do not have clearly identifiable start and stop points. 
However, if enough detailed planning is done, it is possible to break a 
management information system into distinct serial phases. This is 
depicted in Figure 11. 
Program-
General Detail ming & System 
Design Test Test 
Use~ Material 
Figure 11. Management Information System Phases 
Mainte-
Although eventually the entir~ management information system will 
progress through all eight phases, at any one point in time its various 
subsystems (meaningful combination of user functions) will be in various 
phases. By breaking the MIS into subsystems, it is possible to struc-
ture manageable entities which can be assigned, designed, tested, and 
installed. 
The planning and control of the complex subsystem interrelationship 
becomes extremely critical to the oyerall MIS success. As one can 
imagine, within each phase there is a myriad of activities which must be 
considered. The synchronization of each of the potentially thousands of 
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activities in developing a meaningful schedule from the initial feasi-
bility study through the maintenance activities is a demanding 
challenge. 
There are generic activities which must be accomplished in each of 
the MIS's eight phases. To understand the overall MIS framework, a 
figure depicting a particular phase followed by a general discussion of 
the generic activities in that phase is provided. 
T I M E 
Figure 12. Feasibility Study Phase 
Feasibility Study 
The feasibility study just does not happen - it requires knowl-
edgeable personnel in the area being investigated and the backing of 
top management. The first step should be a preliminary feasibility 
study. This is a study which would take place before the full 
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feasibility study and would accomplish the following: develop the 
reasons and objectives for the feasibility study, estimate costs of 
making a full feasibility study, select appropriate personnel for 
feasibility study, and develop a feasibility study schedule. For the 
preliminary feasibility study to be worthwhile, the general goals and 
objectives of the overall data processing program must have been pre-
viously defined so that the proposed project can be analyzed for com-
patibility. If t9p management supports the preliminary feasibility 
study, the full study begins. The first item to investigate is the 
present system and its recurring costs. This can be accomplished by 
interviews and examination of records. It must include the present 
procedures and determination of transaction volumes. Then the proposed 
system must be evaluated with regard to how it would operate. Also, if 
there are any other proposed systems which should be investigated during 
this analysis, they must be so stated. 
In all cases, the operational, technical, and economic aspects 
must be. considered. The operational considerations include whether the 
new system could in actuality produce the required output within the 
response time requirements. The technical considerations analyze wheth-
er or not the necessary software, hardware, and other support require-
ments are available or will be available when required. 
The economic considerations are of great concern. Included in the 
economic analysis must be dollar values placed on computer time, travel, 
relocation, manpower, contingencies, burden or overhead consideration, 
and other division or corporate support. All assumptions must be stated 
so that it is possible to know the base upon which the estimates ar~· 
based. The assumptions will be needed later to cross-check the planning_ 
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assumptions. Any benefits which are derived from the n ew system must be 
s tated as being ei ther tangible or intangible. For each benefit, a 
stateme nt of cost and savings must be identified . In some situations, 
the intangible benefits are of the most importance and, therefore, the 
decision will be to develop and install the s ystem. Also, because of 
t e chnical considerations , it may be mandatory to de ve lop the syste m. If 
the proposed system does not improve the organization' s profit picture 
by having a good return on inve stme nt (ROI) and a s hort-te rm payback 
pe riod, it should seriou sly question the MIS proj ect. The results of 
the feas ibility study are presente d to top manage me nt who wi ll make the 
decision on whether to continue the project. 
T I M E 
Figure 13. General Design Phase 
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General Design 
This phase consists of a very high level design which identifies 
the scope or functional boundaries, significant features which trace 
the iunction from initial initiation to completion, development strat-
egy, installation strategy, and user services. It also includes a 
description of the philosophy and basic concepts of the system and its 
various subsystems, a list of the committed and approved functions which 
constitute the subsystem; a list of user requirements which, although 
not presently committed to, are recognized as desirable, and which will 
be considered in later stages of development; and a list of user 
requirements which are not being satisfied within the presently commit-
ted design of the subsystem, and which are not intended to be considered 
in the future according to present plans. Statement of the extent of 
user control of input and what the user must supply to achieve the 
desired output, the general processing rules (commonly called regula-
tors) for which the user supplies control information, and the degree 
,· 
of customization possible. The fallback and recovery philosophy must 
be indicated if the system for some reason fails to operate properly. 
A flowchart should be developed which defines the normal functions 
which are performed. It should include the man/system, system/system, 
and system/man interfaces. 
In all cases, the general design should include necessary exhibits, 
diagrams, and flowcharts to make the material meaningful. 
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T I . M E 
Figure 14. Detail Design Phase 
This phase consists of a detail ed description of the sequence of 
events which describe what the s y s t em does and also the necessary data 
processing steps. Where the general description discussed general func-
tions which take place, this phase describes the applications (groups of 
one or more programs) which make up "the function. It includes a 
description of the entities that cause the application to start proces-
sing (initiators), a list of the records that are updated, deleted, or 
r e ferenc e d by the applicat i on, and the output which could be a message , 
report, or a transaction (secondary transaction) to another application. 
A logic flowchart should be developed that will show the sequ ence of 
programming, the decisions and actions that take place during the pro-
cessing, and the sequence in which the data is used. Accompanying the 
logic flowchar t should be a narrative which describes the logic being 
depicted, why the logic is necessary, and the appropriate data sources. 
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In addition, all the programs which make up the individual appli-
cations must be listed and adequately described. The program number and 
name, function, purpose, and structure must be stated . Then, as for the 
application, the program's input, records, and outputs must b e 
described. Next, a program flowchart and flowchart narrative must be 
developed. As with the general design, appropriate exhibits, diagrams, 
and flowcharts must be developed according to predefined standards. 
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Figure 15. Programming and Test Phase 
Programming and Test 
The logic flowcharts are expanded into a set of instructions (cod-
ing) in a defined language. Then the coding is keypunched and verified. 
Next, there should be a desk check which looks for illegal e xpressions, 
erroneous data references, program logic e rrors, program ine ffici e ncies , 
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and other deviations from specifications. Then, the program is assem-
bled or compiled to check for coding errors. The errors must be cor-
rected until the first error-free compilation is obtained. The program 
must then be tested against a predefined test plan until satisfactory 
results are obtained. The tests will be increasing in size and function 
as the program successfully passes the various test plans. The first 
computer-based test will probably be a unit test where the program is 
tested by itself. Then a func tional test is done to insure that the 
programs within a given application and eventually a subsystem meet the 
test plan criteria. Then an interface test is done which tests the com-
patibility of the various subsystems. 
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Figure 16. System Test Phase 
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System Test 
This phase is extremely critical to the success of the program. 
It includes all the work necessary to test the systems, subsystems, 
applications, and programs under realistic operating conditions. Appro-
priate test plans with predetermined results should be developed and 
used to insure that the programs perform according to plan.. When prob-
lems are noted, they must be corrected and the test case rerun until 
satisfactory results are obtained. Then, the documentation must be 
updated. 
Another activity which should be undertaken during this time frame 
is a simulation of the installing locations requirements. It would in-
clude appropriate transaction volumes, timing characteristics, data bank 
record levels, etc. From this, design problems may be encountered, 
performance characteristics can be measured, and other criteria can be 
evaluated. 
There are many different types of tests which can be utilized to 
determine whether the system meets specified criteria. However, there 
must be a testing strategy and philosophy which everyone is working 
toward and each type of testing should lead to the overall objective. 
User Material 
There are various types of support which users should be provided 
to assist in their understanding and operation of the system. This in-
cludes user procedures, reports and inquiries documentation, operations 
procedures, education requirements, and dictionaries. It is important 
that the users review all their documentation to insure that they can 
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und0rstand it. Therofore, the language and terminology of the user must 
b0 usod in all situations. 
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Figure 17. User Material Phase 
The user procedures should describe how the users carry out the ir 
function. The first ite m is. to define the use r' s job description by 
stating the job name and job purpose. Then, the transaction's (input 
from terminal) name and purpose are described . If the re are any items 
which must be accomplished before the transaction can be e xecuted, it 
must be so stated. Any interfaces that the transaction may have with 
other transactions that may affect its processing must be listed. Then, 
the hardware (terminals or other input devices), which executes the 
transaction, must be specified by name and type . The mode of ope ration 
(updating, adding, or deleting) 1·1u s t also be stated . The proce dures for 
entering the transaction must be defined. Finally, a l ist of al l output 
resulting from the transaction must be identified. The output includes 
error messages, action-required statements, etc. 
Also, there must be appropriate report and inquiry documentation. 
It will assist the operating personnel in understanding the system. 
The description of each report and inquiry should include its purpose, 
frequency, security requirements, restrictions, interfaces, entry pro-
cedure, hardware requirements, and output messages. 
The operation instructions must be provided to describe how to 
operate the system under normal circumstances, how to recover and re-
start the system after problems, and how to answer questions when por-
tions of the system are shut down. 
There also must be a dictionary which will define various aspects 
of the system. For instance, there should be a glossary which contains 
acronyms, abbreviations, and definition of terms; a data element dic-
tionary; a user record dictionary; a catalog on utility availability; 
and finally operator console messages. Before the system can be re-
leased to the installing location, the users must be educated in its 
use. This can be done through presentations and also appropriate doc-
umentation. The exact combination will be dependent on the audience. 
For example, it would be possible to structure a sericc)s of presenta-
tions which would begin with providing the total picture of each sub-
system, the requirements for file initialization, and a statement of 
differences between the current system and the new system. The next 
level of education would include the complexi·ty of the system, the 
number of bridges which must be built, the impact on the existing 
environment, the flow of information through the subsystem, an under-
standing of the key transactions, data elements, etc. The last level 
of education should insure that the users understand the information 
flow in each program. 
The schedule of classes, number of personnel, type of personnel, 
amount of effort, etc., all must be ide ntified and made visible to all 
concerned. This will. avoid potential negative user comments on not 
being adequately prepared to use the new system . 
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Figure 18. Installation Phase 
Installation 
Each installation location has its own set of unique problems which 
must be addressed . However, there is also common installation concerns 
among all locations. For instance, the function s to be provided in the 
new s y s tem must be understood, the bridges between the n ew system and 
the installation location's procedures must be defined. Us er 
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concurrence tests must be developed and run. Support requirements for 
the installation activities must be sized and implemented. Parallel 
running of the new system to the existing system and also appropriate 
cut-over criteria must be established. Education and training must be 
completed, detailed conversion s chedule s must be developed and used to 
insure satisfactory progress, site pre para tion mus t be implemented, and 
appropriate hardware and s oftware must b e availabl e . Cut-over (using 
new system} must b e accompli shed afte r s ati s fac tory t es t i ng, paralle l-
run criteria have been met, and othe r planned activities have been com-
pleted. The hump during the installation phase r e fl e cts the resource 
expenditure required for cut-over. Whe n e ve r a manage ment information 
system is cut-over to actually drive the install a tion location, the re 
are numerous problems which were not known b e fore , r e gardless of how 
much testing has been performed. The support will usually have to come 
from the location(s} who have developed the programs. 
Figure 19. Mainte nance Phase 
Maintenance 
One of the most important activities, which is sometimes not given 
enough attention, is the management information system maintenance 
which takes place after installation. A system just does not contin-
ually operate in a static environment. The environment is continually 
changing. Software is upgraded to enhanced levels, procedures are 
changed, performance improvements are desired, etc. All these changes 
must be considered and the system maintained appropriately. There 
should be a prescribed manner to handle each requested change to the 
system. Otherwise, havoc would result. For instance, there should be 
a fonnal request for change, statement of need, cost analysis, and a 
proposed schedule which is reviewed by appropriate management. There 
also must be a definitive time at which maintenance support stops. It 
must be agreed upon by the developer and installer. 
Real Time Versus Batch 
There is generally little confusion over the denotation of the 
tenns 11real-time 11 and 11batch 11 • However, there are commonly problems 
in understanding the connotation of the terms. Generally, a real-time 
system not only provides information to affect the decision-making pro-
cess, but also implies being on-line and time sharing capabilities. An 
on-line system is one where an input device and output device are tied 
directly to the central processing unit. Thereby, data is sent directly 
from and back to the user location. Time-sharing implies that there is 
more than one user of the central processing unit at the same time. 
In real-time operation, each transaction (data input) updates the 
integrated data base. Batch.processing, on the.other hand, holds all 
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the transactions in a batch and then updates the data base all at once. 
The batch system has a response time which is usually measured in hours 
or days. The batch workloads are predictable and can be scheduled at 
specific times, whereas the transactions in a real-time system can be 
sporadic, instantaneous, and simultaneously entered :from several termi-
nals~ In real-time the processing is done transaction by transaction. 
This usually requires the writing of special programs to handle the 
special contingencies. Also, programs must be written which will tem-
porarily store and then return information in an accessible manner to 
the central processing unit. 
One of the major advantages to a real-time syste~m is that the user 
commitment is almost total. The user communicates directly through his 
terminal to the computer. The data processing department is no longer 
a middle man. With this direct user/computer interaction, the system 
will be providing the user with information within short time intervals 
so that it can assist in the decision-making process. Therefore, it is 
responsive to the user's needs. One of the most widely publicized and 
also one of the most successful applications of a real-time system was 
the IBM PARS system developed for airlines. With this real-time system, 
it is possible to determine customer information requests within 
seconds. It improved customer service, the percentage of seats which 
were occupied, and improved the performance levels in the sales and 
control offices. There are almost unlimited applications of real-time 
systems. For instance, it is now possible to control space flights to 
and from the moon, to schedule railroad freight yard activities, etc. 
Organization 
There are as many different ways to organize a management informa-
tion system as there are people who express their ideas on the subject. 
There is not one ultimate way in which every management information sys-
tem organization should be structured. Each situation is different and 
should be considered as being unique. However, there is an organiza-
tional approach which seems to be suited to almost all management 
information systems. There is also a set of generic functions which 
must be accomplished for the management information system to be 
successful. 
Management information systems possess all the characteristics 
which lend themselves to the program management concept of organization. 
It is generally extremely complex, has continually changing technolo-
gies, contains tight time schedules, has resource limitations, is 
nonrepetitive, is a one-time effort, and is in a dynamic environment. 
Since the program management concept was developed to cope with these 
characteristics, it is reconunended for use in the development, test, 
and installation activities. There is also a similarity in the neces-
sary functions which must be considered. These functions are stated in 
Table III.· 
The program management organization concept would have the func-
tions listed in Table III reporting directly to the program manager. 
This results in an organization which is rather flat and has many plan-
ned checks and balances. Its structure is depicted in Figure 20. The 
dotted line shows that the installation location generally does not 
report directly to the program manager. 
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TABLE III 
MANAGE~NT INFORMATION SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
Application Development - The design and test of the application 
programs. 
Software Development 
Test 
Release and Control 
Installation 
Design Assurance 
Documentation 
Plans and Controls 
Barnard (2) states: 
- The design and test of software programs 
(operating systems). 
- The test of the application and software pro-
grams before their being sent to the instal-
ling location. 
- The receiving of the programs from the 
developing locations and the sending of the 
programs to the installing location. 
- The installation of the programs at the 
installing location (usually a dotted line -
does not report directly). 
- The insurance that the programs meet the sys-
tem objectives, performance standards, and 
system specifications. 
- The review, publication, and distribution to 
support the programs. 
- The establishment and monitoring of budgets, 
i;;chedules, resources, goals, objectives, 
cost/benefit' studies, etc. 
The system of conununication, or its maintenance, is a pri-
mary or essential continuing problem of a formal organiza-
tion. Every other practical question of effectiveness or 
efficiency - that is, of the factors of survival - depends 
on it. 
By utilizing the project management organization concept, the communi-
cation. channels are on not only a vertical ba:sis, but also the horizon-
.tal. There must be a great deal. of horizontal communication because 
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teamwork and personal contact are what makes the technological worth of 
a management information system. The planning and control process must 
monitor budgets, schedules, and resources in each of the eight phases. 
Design assurance is primarily involved with the design and testing 
phases to insure that the system objectives, performance standarcls, and 
system specifications are met. Documentation must be published at the 
conclusion of each phase including the maintenance phase where enhance-
ments are made. Application and software development organizations can 
be compared to the manufacturing organization. They build, debug, and 
insure installation of their programs and are the driving force to which 
all other organizations are really in effect staff. The test, release 
and control, and installation organizations add their support to the 
appropriate phase. Figure 21 depicts the complex information flow 
required for a large, real-time management information system. 
Planning and Controlling Methodology 
Management Information Systems just do not happen. They have to be 
carefully planned and then painstakingly controlled. There are a number 
of factors which make planning management information system a diffi-
cult process. For instance, there is generally a great number of vari-
ables and complex information which must be considered, there is a 
relatively high investment, the turnover rate for programmers is high, 
and there is a lack of historical data upon which to base estimates. If 
the project is to be successful, it must establish definitive project 
plans, periodically evaluate progress against those plans, and then have 
a mechanism :for insuring corrective action. The quality is not some-
thing that wi'll occur immediately. Design reviews from a technical, 
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performance, documentation, and control perspective must be planned and 
completed. 
Currently, underestimates for resource and time requirements are 
the rule rather than the exception. Nearly every program manager has 
had the experience of having a project miss commitment dates and over-
run the planned resources. Even though this is a new area, more can and 
should be dort.e to record, systematize, and generalize previous experi-
ence into future plans which will, in return, provide a stable base 
upon which realistic estimates can be made. This section provides a 
recommended methodology that will assist in estimating and then con-
trolling resource and schedule requirements. It encourages consistency 
in the data and.also explicit statement of the estimating factors used 
in the develo~ment of the resource and schedule projections. The inher-
ent premise is that it is possible to identify and then quantify the 
variables in the various activities. This will provide a base for the 
minimum consideration and establish the methodology for which it is 
possible to state all the llllique characteristics. 
Many times the planners lose sight of the overall or general man-
agement considerations when analyzing the detailed activity complexi-
ties. Before looking into the detailed considerations, it must be 
pointed out that there are two types of loss factors which generally 
occur and should be applied over and above the detailed estimates. The 
first type of loss factor is termed a non-project factor. It includes 
the time that the personnel spend on rest periods, discussions of a 
non-business nature, coffee breaks, extended lunch periods, etc. This 
factor can range from five to ten per cent of the total time (18). The 
second type of loss factor is termed an off-project factor. It includes 
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the time spent on activities not related to the project such as train-
ing, travel, accident, holidays, education, attrition, military leave, 
vacations, personal time, sickness, and special assignments of a non-
project basis. This factor can range between twenty to thirty-five per 
cent of. planned manpower. ( 18). Therefore, if these two loss factors are 
considered together, there can be a loss from a low of twenty-five per 
cent to a highof forty-five per cent. Without consideration of these 
factors in sufficient magnitude, it is easy to see why many systems do 
.not meet their initial commitments. It must always be remembered that 
the percentages will vary depending upon each unique project. 
Another consideration which in many instances is not brought into 
proper perspective is the hiring and orientation activities. EnQugh 
elapsed time and reso;urces should be planned for proper assessment of 
skill, recruitment, interviewing, selection, waiting, and orientation 
characteristics. Too often, it is wrongly assumed that a programmer 
can be hired immediately and will be fully productive in a w~ek. 
Although most management information systems follow the eight 
phases, there are many unique activities within each phase that are 
particular to each project. There is a multitude of considerations 
which must be planned. A few typical questions are listed as follows: 
(1) How shoul.d it be documented? 
(~) Who is to :prepare the test data? 
(3) When should design reviews be held? 
(4) Where should the system be tested? 
(5) When is the documentation needed? 
(6) How will the schedules and resources be planned and 
controlled? 
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(7) ·What is the testing strategy? 
(8) 
· What is a design review? 
(9) Will th~ user·participate in test·· plans? 
( 10) How will all the programs be delivered to the user? 
(11) How will. changes to the installed system be hc;tn.dled? 
To answer ~hese types ofq~estions and to understand the inter-
·. . 
relationship among :them, an activity network should be develop~d and. 
then used. Basically, an activity network is a pictorial representation 
· · of the various activ:i:ties and events which take place in order to meet 
predefined objectiv:es. Each activity must be completely understood so 
that appropriate· :resources and schedules can be assigned. Within the 
activity netwc,rk, an event.is'the start or completion of an a~tivity. 
. . . 
The circles (nodes) on. the activity network are events •. ·The. lines and 
arrows repiesent activities. The arrows show that an activity cannot be 
started until its previoqs activity b.as been completed. Ari initiating 
.md terminal event defines each activity. The events are only points in 
. . -
time. The activities require time and resources. When more than one 
activity begins at an event, more·than one path i's created and this is 
called a burst node, This occurs when more than one activity. is being 
worked on at the same time. When specifying the various activities in 
the various. phases, ·it is better to choose activities which have defined 
beginning and ending events. One i tern which lends itself to t.his ap-
proach is' the documentation because it is a defined end product which 
ei the·r. does or does not exist. 
In order to insure that the activity network is representing the 
same information to all people, it is necessary to follow a consistent 
format in describing each .a.ctivi ty. It is probably the lack of time 
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spent on this phase of the planning which later causes the most problems 
iri contretlling the ·project. There must be a detailed base upon which 
to establish schedule·arid resource requirements. A sugi,:Jested format is 
found in Table IV. 
TABl.E IV 
ACTIVITY PLANNING AND CONTROL FORMAT 
PHASE: 
ACTIVITY NUMBER: 
ACTIVITY NAr-£: 
One of the eight portions or major parts of the 
overall process. 
The! node number as found on the activity network. 
The short description found on the activity 
network. 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION: A concise statement of the activity with defined 
. start ~d end points. 
ACCOUNTABI.LITY: The department name which has responsibility for 
insuring the output checklist for the activity 
will be completed by the'scheduled date. 
INPUT CHECKLIST: A list of the i terns needed for the start of .an 
ac:ti v'i ty. 
OUTPUT CHECKLIST: 
STAFFING: 
TASKS: 
· ESTIMATING FACTORS:. 
REFERENCES: 
A list of i terns produced (end produc.ts) during 
the activity. 
A list of the job functions which.could be 
required for the activity. 
A definition of the work which needs to be 
performed. 
The quantitative and qualitative values asso-
ciated with the activity. They are intended to 
help identify the areas which affect the 
schedule, resources, or time estimates. 
Any other information sources which would assist 
in accomplishing the activity or understanding 
its content. 
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The activity network is easier to implement if it depicts the 
actual plans rather than some theoretical plan which will never be 
utilized. In order to portray the actual plans, there needs to be con-
siderable information flow between th~ technical and managerial person-
nel. Rather than passing over any issues which may arise as being 
trivial or superficial, there needs to be an action plan established 
for resolving them. In this process, the communication gaps are iden-
tified and corrective work is done to fill them. The activity network 
becomes a co111111unic~tion mechanism upon which all people are. planning. 
It tends to foster a group directed goal upon which all management 
levels and technical personnel can see their contribution. All respon-
sibilities,·including the users, have been clearly identified and com-
municated so that there are no surprises. 
After the activity network is developed and agreed to by appro-
priate management levels, it is necessary to obtain schedule and re-
source commitments. In all cases, the manager responsible for the 
completion of an activity must provide their own commitment. Never 
should a planning group be committing resources or schedules. 
It must also be realized that the precision of the estimates is 
directly proportional to the amount of information available to the 
estimator. The finer the breakdown and understanding of the tasks to 
be performed, the better the estimate. One method for deriving esti-
mates is known as the analogy method. To estimate by analogy the 
estimator should have an experienced background in the type of work 
being estimated.. The estimator performs a factoring operation. which 
estimates time and resources based on similar historical situations. 
The estimate is based on ideal conditions and then adjusted to allow for 
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a particular project's loss factors, environment, and resource consid-
erations. Many initial estimates based on ideal conditions are accu-
rate as ·far as they go. The difficulty or inaccuracy of these estimates 
often lies in the fact that several important factors affecting the time 
duration or resource requirements were not considered. The estimator 
must have all the information provided on the input/output descriptions, 
task descriptions and estimating factors at his disposal. In this way 
negative and positive deltas against the original ideal estimate can be 
made. This represents the maximum insight which can be given to the 
planning process. 
It must be reme1J1bered that a partial estimate is better than none 
at all. Time and resource estimating should be done with appropriate 
estimating factor first for each task, then activity, and finally each 
phase. This should be done independent of schedule constraints but 
should consider all resource constraints. The planning assumptions, 
including personnel identified to the various tasks, must be. stated. 
The estimated considerations should be added to determine task, activ-
ity, and phase resource and time allocations as depicted in Figure 22. 
The next step is to plot each task, activity and phase, on a time 
scale. This provides an overview of the first-pass schedule and re-
source requirements. Then the schedule commitments, if they have been 
made, are superimposed on the first-pass schedule. If the committed 
date is later than the first~pass date, it may be desirable to take 
people off the project. However, in most instances the situation is 
reversed. The committed date is earlier than the first-pass date. When 
analyzing the activities which lead to the critical commitment date, it 
will be evident that there is one or more sequence of events which takes 
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the most time. This is called the critical path and if the activities 
in this sequence slip, the whole project slips. In this case, the anal-
ysis has to determine if there is a better method to accomplish the 
desired goal, if more people can be placed on the critical activities, 
if overtime can be utilized, etc. The first-pass schedule is shown in 
Figure 23. 
One of the questions which arises is - what is the value of the 
activity network after it has been developed? It has many uses after 
its development and acceptance. Each manager will probably utilize it 
in a slightly different manner depending upon his management style. If 
he has been part of the planning process, he knows that it provides a 
definitive base for the key events (many times called milestones). He 
is aware of the defined sequence of, overall activities in reaching the 
key events. If there is another sequence of activities which is being 
followed, it should be so stated and the activity network changed. This 
will result in communication between the affected areas. In no case 
should the activity network dictate the only method which is to be 
followed. It is only a statement of plans and should be updated as 
plans change. 
One of the big advantages of the activity network is its ease of 
application in the control process - especially the phase review con-
cept. Since there is so much fluidity in development, testing, and 
installation activities, the program's resources and schedules should 
not be committed from the first day through the end of the project. 
There are too many items which change. User requests, new data pro-
cessing techniques, management decisions, technology, economic environ-
ment, etc., are all variables. Inherent in the phase review concept is 
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the resource and schedule targets for the following phases. As each 
phase is accomplished, the previously targeted resources and schedules 
for the next phase are revised as necessary and then conunitted. Also, 
at this time, the other remaining phases are analyzed again and, if 
necessary, new resource and schedule budgets are established. In this 
manner, a project can follow a sequenced set of phase reviews and pro-
vide more realistic cost and schedule projections all the way through 
installation. The basis for each phase review meeting will not only 
include the re~ource and schedule commitments,-but also any other items 
_which have been identified in the activity descriptions. It must be 
kept in mind that the end result of the phase review meeting is a GO or 
. I 
NO GO decision on the next phase. +t also must be recognized that a 
\ good manager will not just have his project work up to a phase review 
meeting checkpoint and stop there and awiit the results of the meeting. 
The manager will be working on activities in the next phase. This man-
agement strategy represents a risk. At all times the manager should 
attempt to keep the amount of work on the following phases to a minimum 
and thereby keep the risk at a minimum. 
It must be pointed out that any method of estimating resources and 
schedules, whether bas~d on intuition or a more formal technique, is no 
better than the knowledge, experience, "and judgment of the estimator. 
The planning and control concepts presented should be regarded as a 
supplement to aid in this judgment rather than a complete replacement 
for it. The estimator will probably develop formulas for estimating 
factors, under certain conditions, to provide more quantitative means 
of deriving the resource and schedule estimates. However, the experi-
enced estimator will sense when these unique conditions are in existence 
and supply temperance judgment to obtain a more realistic value if 
necessary. Variables which will have real significance but are not 
quantifiable are such things as: initiative, desire, and intelligence. 
However, these qualitative factors can be applied to the derived esti-
mates to obtain the best possible resource and schedule commitments. 
One of the most common problems in over running schedules and re-
sources is that not enough time was taken to control the program. A 
program can have the best plans for reaching an objective, but unless 
proper controls are utilized, the program will fail. Every program has 
to have a central control mechanism which is clearly visible to manage-
ment, the installation location personnel, programmers, system analysts, 
and other program members. The plans and controls department usually 
will have the control function. They will have the one central reposi-
tory of information concerning the program's status. Also, they should 
have a standardized procedure to handle the multitude of problems which 
arise. This may take the form of a critical problem list which will 
serve as the central communication mechanism for helping to resolve 
problems. 
CHAPTER IV 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
Modeling 
There are many different types of models. For instance, it is 
possible to write a set of equations which would describe a system's 
characteristics. This is called an analytical model. It is also 
possible to actually make a physical representation of the system being 
considered. This is done many times in building a scale model of an 
airplane and experimenting with it in a wind tunnel. Physical and ana-
lytical models are quite different. The physical model is something 
which is concrete and can be physically manipulated while the analytical 
model is very abstract. However, there is also a type of model which 
falls in between these extremes - the descriptive model. It uses sym-
bols to represent the activities of a system. This model portrays the 
various interactions between the variables, constants, and constraints 
in the system. This is the type of model which is used in this disser-· 
tation. In all definitions, the term 11model 11 is defined as a represen-
tation of the real or actual situation. In order to adequately portray 
the actual situation, it must adequately contain the cause and effect 
relationships. 
A simulation model represents a unique type of model. When one can 
change the model to analyze various alternatives, without changing the 
real situation, a simulation is being performed. There are many 
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different kinds of simulation techniques which can be used in manipu-
lating the model. Simulation can be accomplished through techniques 
ranging from paper and pencil through computers. This dissertation uses 
the term simulation model to include the computer in the manipulation 
of the model. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the usefulness 
of computer simulation languages. 
Decisions based on many complex interrelated activities are not 
easy to make. These decisions usually center around planning under 
severe environmental constraints and can represent substantial capital. 
It is also likely that there is a lack of previous identical projects 
upon which it is possible to base decisions. If it were possible, the 
least risky decision-making practice would be to adopt a future plan, 
watch it in operation, and then make various repetitive refinements 
until the desired result is achieved. This involves a high capital 
investment and also a long elapsed time duration. In this type of sit-
uation, a realistic approach is the creation of a model, which repre-
sents the actual situation, and then the manipulation of the model to 
evaluate alternative solutions. When one achieves the alternative which 
maximizes the ratio of benefits divided by burdens, the recommended 
solution has been achieved. 
There are many diverse attitudes toward computer simulation. A 
few of the more important considerations in deciding to use computer 
simulation are provided in Table V. 
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TABLE V 
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF COMPU1ER S~MULATION 
Advantages 
1. Provides insight into complex 
situations 
2. Can experiment on various 
alternatives in a short time 
period 
J. Can easily manipulate complex 
situations 
4. Do not have to change actual 
situation 
5. Provides means of training 
new personnel 
6. Can compress :future events 
into brief time .intervals of 
present time 
7. Does not require expensive 
commitments to actual plan 
8. Is accurate and never makes 
a mistake 
9. Has a wide variety of 
use age 
Disadvantages 
1. Has a high cost 
2. Requires expensive computers 
3. Can require long elapsed time 
duration before model is 
constructed 
4. May require many iterations 
before desired alternative is 
chosen 
5. Must represent the real 
situation 
6. Requires experienced 
personnel 
7. May be difficult to use 
various computer languages 
8. Will not provide an actual 
solution but will provide 
various alternatives 
9. May be difficult to match 
language versus computer 
Model Considerations 
There are various general model criteria set in place. Rather than 
provide a·detailed description of each one of the criteria, they are 
listed in Table VI and then a short description of the more important 
criteria is provided. 
TABLE VI 
IDDEL CRITERIA 
o Must be easy to construct 
o Must provide comprehensive output reports 
o Must have simple input requirements 
o Must process .data in a quick manner 
o Must. be an on-line system 
o Must be manipulative 
o Must be able to portray actual situation 
o Must aid in planning and scheduling 
o Must assist.in providing better communication 
o Must provide progress to plan reports 
o Must provide benefits 
o Must provide a capability for planning, replanning, and 
.progress evaluation 
One of the most important criteria is that the model must be able 
to portray the situation which is being studied. If the model cannot 
adequately do this, the resultant benefits will disappear and in fact 
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there will probably be a cost in weighting the expected benefits versus 
the expected burdens. However, once the model does represent the 
desired situation, a'method for changing the model to analyze various 
alternative solutions can be derived. 
Another important criteria is that the model must be constructed 
so that it possesses on-line and real-time characteristics. With this 
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in mind, the model can be changed and the various alternatives immedi-
ately sized. ._This allows for an interaction between the user and the 
model. By utilizing this approach, the user will use the model so that 
it will assist in the decision-making process and also will enable a 
better model· to be developed! 
The last important criteria mentioned here is to have a model which 
can be used easily. The model must be easy to build and then to modify 
for analyzing various alternative. This will encourage many users to 
utilize the model for helping in the decision-making process. This 
will, in turn, help to keep the model up-to-date (current) so that it 
reflects the actual situation. 
· Computer Languages 
N Analysis of multiple alternatives would not have gained its impor-
tance today if it were not for the computer. The computer had made it 
economically possible to run analysis of large, complex situations. 
This has only happened over the past fifteen years with the use of 
enhanced computer languages and also the larger computers. Today, it is 
possible to use various types of computer languages which are easily 
understood by both the computer and the people who are using it, to 
tnfclet their.objectives. 
The.re are many different computer languages which can be used. 
Each has its own advantages and disadvantages. For instance, it would 
.be possible to use the IBM General Purpose Simulation System in dis-
crete system simulation. Or, it is possible to use the IBM continuous 
system modeling program in continuous system simulation. The choice of 
which one of the two languages which should be used is depe~dent upon 
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the complex interrelationships which characterize the model. The con-
· .. tinuous system si~ulation . takes a broader view of the system than the· 
discrete system simulation. The entities and events which would be 
treated as discrete items in the discrete system simulation are aggre-
gated into cont.fnuous .· time. p1;ocesses in continuous system simulation. 
There are many other alternative simulation languages which may be 
considered~ It is possible to build operations research·. (O.R.) models 
of various real world situations by using various O.R. oriented lan-
guages. An example of this would be the utilization of the IBM Mathe-
matical Programming System in solving an Oil Corporation's large, 
comple.x linear. p:r:-ogramming probLem. Another type of simulation lan-
guage which mus't be considered and which falls into the area of project 
management is the IBM Project Management System. It assists in the 
planning, replanning, and controlling of projects. 
Each one of the computer languages - whether discrete system, con-
. ' . . 
tinuous, ·operations research, project management - have their strong and 
weak points. However, the type of simulation technique select.ed must 
best match the model criteria as listed in Table VI. After analyzing 
each computer application against these criteria, it becomes evident 
that a project management simulation technique is best. 
After deciding to use a project management simulation language, it 
is necessary to select the one which also most closely matches the 
desired model criteria (Table VI). There are many different languages 
which are available (19). A few of the possible choices are listed in 
Table VII. 
.. 
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TABLE VII 
VARIOUS PROJltcT MANAGE,MENT COMPUTER LANGUAGES 
s::: 
0 
..... 
+) 
aS 
0 
. ,0 '• 
r-4 ....... 
..... e < Ill ~ +) +) Cl) s.. s::: . 
•.-1 0 . aS 0 
Approximate E-t a .c u .. I u 
Progia11 Capacity .... 0 +) Ill Ill s.. Ill 
·Nd~ Computer .(Activities) : ~ aS 0 Q:l u 
PltRT Control Data 1604: 3,000 No No No No. 
.Time-PERT Burroughs 85500 524,288 No No .Yes·· ·.· .. No 
CPM,IR>NITOR . General 
... 
El~ctric 
···. 4:<>0/600 
2,000 No No No' No 
PERT. RCA 501 2,000 No Yes.'. No No 
HJO PCS IBM 11.)0 2,000 No No · Yes Yes 
MINIPERT IBM·J60 200 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
P)olS/J60 I1;3M J60. Unlimited No Yes .Yes Yes 
·After looking at the various project management computer languages 
which are available and. compari~g these to model cri teda stated in 
Table; VI,. MINIPERT ( 9) was selected. It is an interactive. (between user 
and computer via.an on-line, real-time terminal), conversational pro-
ject management technique. It operates under an APL/360 system config-
uratii:m. and uses t~rminals as the input/output device. It requires an 
. !BM ~yst~m/J60 ~d 4o · or larger. 
, ... ) I 
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Model Development 
. . 
. . .. . . . . . .. · . 
· The emphasis in developing a model of ~ management informatio.n 
. ' . . ' ' . 
system is on the testing activities. However, it is necessary to also 
understand all ·the phases and be able to relate the testing activities 
.· . . . . . . 
to this in:te:rrelated framework.· Therefore, the general model treats all 
of the el9ht phases in an integrated manner with special emphasis on ttie 
.1>ro9ram.ning, system tE:ist, and installation phases. 
All 01' the activities in the general model have been developed and 
defined so that they are generic. Therefore, they are universal and 
can be applied to the development, test, and installation of any large, 
complex,. real-time management information system. Special emphasis has 
.been placed .on the development of a "testing philosophy". It is por-
trayed in the general model network found in Figure 24. The activity 
descriptions·of the .network are provided in Appendix A. The·planning 
and control methodology as described in Chapter III is used as the base 
. for both the network and tne activity descriptions. 
The first item that must be examined in the development of a man-
agement information system general model is the relationship between the 
eight phases assumed to constitute it. Although it is possible to dis-
tinctly break the various phases through detailed plapning, in reality 
itis almost impossible to develop the MIS in this manner. In effect, 
risks must be taken. Follow-on phases must be started before the com-
pletion of the previous phase. These considerations are depicted in 
the general model, where the overlapping phase characteristics are 
portrayed. However, as pointed out in Chapter III, the antount of work 
whicll is undertaken.on follow-on phases must be minimal. This'is so 
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......., 
that if the phase review meeting decides to terminate the project the 
loss will be minimized. 
The major emphasis in the activity network, provided. in Figure 24, 
concerns the testing activitjes. Each activity has been defined and 
. . 
integrated with a.ll other ~ct:i vi ties so that the testirig objective can 
' :, 
be successfully' accomplished. The testing objective in this disserta-
tion is stated as follows: There must be a structured, non-redundant, 
series of progressive tests which insure that the management information 
sy.etem will be :installed in the shortest amount of elapsed time with a 
minimum resource level. The implementation of this philosophy with re-
gard to the·various activities follows a set of testing axioms as stated 
in Tab.le VIII. 
The axioms in effect assist in defining each of the activities in 
the progranuning and test, system test, and installation phases in a 
rational consistent manner. It is important that all area.s are aware 
of the testing axioms so. that there can be common conununication on why 
fhe testing is being done in a given manner. 
The next step is to define each activity. The level of definition 
is difficult to determine; however, it should be general enough to pro-
vide flexibility and at the same time definitive enough to be meaning-
ful. The definitions used to support the general model of a management 
information system ( Figure 24J are located in Appendix A. 
Every attempt has been made to insure that the general model is 
representative of a large, real-time management information system. 
After the activities are structured and defined to insure the successful 
accomplishment of.the testing axioms, it is necessary to apply 
TABLE VIII 
TESTING PHILOSOPHY AXIOMS 
Axiom 
'<>\ . The .. MIS users must .review test plans to · insure. ttiat they 
uride:r~ta~d' their makeup. · 
0 , There' must be a philosophy and procedure for handling 
changes to the programs. 
o There must be a planning and controlling methodology for 
computer availability. 
o . There must be an established set of standards.against which. 
the. management information system can be measured (for 
mi.lestone completion, operating performance, etc~). 
o· ·There.must be· ahie:farchy of testing so that redundant 
testing can be avoided and also to help insure quaiity. 
0 ·. Ther.e must. be a c'ommunication and progress reporting 
mechanism across all functions. 
O There must be appropriate user documentation and educ1;1tion. 
o Testing. at the i.nstallation location must be minimized to 
insure the most economical testing • 
. o A common test data base must be established for all ·programs 
for all testipg. 
o · All the programs must be tested at one central location 
whether the personnel are located at the facility or whether 
they are remote· to · the facility. 
o There must be a central repository for all data elements, all 
recor.ds, and macros. 
o There must be predetermined test results against which actual 
results are compared. 
o There must be identification of responsibility from start to 
finish. 
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representative time durations. A survey was taken of various IBM man-
agement information syste111 projects which lead to the data in Table IX. 
TABLE IX 
PERCENTAGE OF ELAPSED TIME PER PHASE 
Phase 
Feasibility Study 
General Design 
Detail Desi9n · 
Programming and Test 
System Test 
User Material 
Installation 
Percentage of Elapsed Time 
4.o· 
8.o 
14.o 
35.0 
20.0 
8.o 
11.0 
The percentages in Table IX were used to apply representative time 
durations to the various detail activities in the general model network. 
It should be noted that the maintenance phase is not included in Table 
IX. Maintenance is a continual activity until a predefined point is 
reached when ~tis discontinued. A list of the general model data 
input,· including the time durations, that was finally developed is 
listed in Table X ( is actual MINIPERT input list). 
The development of the final general model as portrayed in Figure 
24 was not a one time. effort. There were many iterations in balancing 
TABLE X 
GENERAL MODEL DATA INPUT 
C()UllT PR En 8UCC nrJR SCR DATE ACT DATE DESCR.TPTION 
-------- --------
-----------
1 20 30 12.00 DEVELOP GENERAL DESIGN 
2 30 40 10.00 l/8ER REVIEW GENERAL DESIGN 
3 30 70 35,00 DEVELOP DETAIL DP.SIGN 
4 30 120 20.00 DEVELOP USER PATERIAL 
5 40 50 10,QO PINALIZE GENERAL DESIGN 
fi 50 70 10.00 PUBLISH GENERAL DESIGN 
7 70 BO 20.00 DEVELOP UNIT TEST PLAN 
8 70 90 10, 0 o. USER REVIEW DETAIL DESIGN 
9 70 110 70, 0 0 . DEVELOP SYSTEM TEST PLAN 
10 70 130 30,00 DEVP.LOP PUNCTIONAL TEST PLA!l 
11 70 150 40.00 DEVELOP INTERFACF: TEST PLAN 
12 70 160 43,00 COPPLETF. PROGRAMMING 
13 80 160 10,00 REVIEf-' UNIT TEST PLAN 
14 90 100 10,00 FINALIZE DETAIL DESIGN 
15 100 190 10.00 PUBLISH DF:TAIL DESIGN 
1fi 110 190 10.00 REVIEP SVSTEM TES'l' .PLAN 
17 130 170 10.00 REVIF:Y FUNCTIONAL TEST PLAN 
18 140 190 10.00 PUBLISH USER MATERIAL 
19 150 180 10.00 REVIEW INTERPACE TEST PLAN 
20 160 170 15.00 CO,fPLFTE UNIT TEST 
21 170 180 15,00 COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL TE8T 
22 180 190 15,00 COMPLETE INTERPACE TEST 
n 190 200 50,00 CO!JPLETE S'!STF:M TEST 
24 200 210 28,00 COMPLETE INSTALLATION 
25 210 no o.oo CONTINUE UAINTENANCE 
26 300 30 o.oo 5/02/73 IMPACT 0.,,. CHANGE REQUESTS 
27 400 70 0,00 5/15/73 IMPACT OP CO!lPUTER DEGRADATION 
28 500 70 o.oo 6/04/73 IMPACT OP OPERATING S.VSTEM CHANGES 
29 125 140 10.00 PTNAT,IZE USER MATERIAL 
30 120 125 10,00 USER REVIEP USER MATERIAL 
-.J 
31 10 20 10,00 4/02/73 DEVELOP PEASIBILITY STUDV -.J 
the testing axioms, testing objective, activity relationships, and 
activity durations. After each run the output reports were analyzed 
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to determine if they met the testing objective. If it did not accom-
plish the objective, it was rerun and reanalyzed. This was done until 
the general.management information system model was developed with the 
data input as listed in Table X. One of the noteworthy aspects of the 
entire model development process is that the reports generated from 
MINIPERT are real-time (within 5 seconds). There was no need to wait 
for the batch processing of data. This helped in debugging the model in 
that the effect of making modifications could be seen immediately. This 
conversational mode saved many hours of waiting time. 
There are various reports which can be generated from MINIPERT. 
A list of the various reports and a statement of whether or not they are 
in Appendix Bis found in Table XI. All the reports in Appendix Bare 
based on the general model data input as provided in Table X which is, 
in turn, based on Figure 24. It is important to know that the reviewing 
of test plans and also the preparation of documentation are either on or 
near the critical path. This is because the programmers actually per-
forming the various tasks do not generally allow adequate time for these 
activities. 
Report 
No. 
0 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
tl.,, 
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TABLE XI 
MINIPERT REPORTS 
Description In Appendix B 
· Sorted by order of input No 
Sorted by predecessor No 
Sorted by successor No 
Sorted by duration No 
Sorted by ES (Early Start date) Yes 
Sorted by EF (Early Finish date) No 
Sorted by LS (Late Start date) Yes 
Sorted by LF (Late Finish date) No 
Sorted by slack Yes 
Sorted by first three critical slacks No 
Those activities presently in progress No 
Activities to become due within JO days No 
Activities to have been completed by today No 
Sorted by description No 
Sorted by predecessor-successor Yes 
Activities in a network format No 
Activities in a network format with title and status No 
Bar chart of Report Requested before No 
CHAPTER V 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM MODEL APPLICATION 
Description of Actual Situation 
The application of the general model developed in Chapter IV is 
made.-to an IBM Common Systems Development project. The project selected 
is called a Common Manufacturing Information System (CMIS). lt is 
designed to replace much of the current data processing activity of the 
thirteen manufacturing facilities in North America and the manufacturing 
facilities in IBM World Trade locations throughout the world. It has an 
integrated data base which supports a wide variety of operating func-
tions which are required to control the manufacturing activities. This 
includes everything from supporting multi-plant operations planning to 
assisting in the controlling of materials logistics. It is a real-time, 
on-line system which can respond to events as they occur. 
The integrated data base contains records of essential information. 
This insures that there is a standard format of data between the vari-
ous user locations. This one-source data bank information provides the 
paths of information flow among the various plant locations and division 
headquarters through a leased-line communication network. 
The integrated data base contains records of essential information. 
This insures that there is a standard format of data between the various 
user locations. This one-source data bank information provides the 
paths of information flow among the various plant locations and division 
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headquarters through a leased-line communications network. 
The IBM CMIS is being developed at various locations throughout the 
United States. Table XII provides a description of the function and its 
location. 
Location 
Kingston, N. Y. 
Endicott, N. Y. 
Rochester, Minn. 
Poughkeepsie, 
New York 
Raleigh, N. C. 
Sterling Forest, 
New York 
TABLE XII 
OUS FUNCTION AND LOCATIONS 
Function 
Subsystem which maintains the basic manufacturing 
records. 
Subsystem which explodes the product schedule into 
orders required of each plant. 
Subsystem which handles the release and control of 
internal production orders, the determination of 
components required for those orders, and the allo-
cation of available components • 
• Subsystem which provides information on vendors. 
• Subsystem which maintains perpetual inventory 
of parts in the warehouse • 
• Subsystem which supports the final assembly of 
products to customer order providing customized 
assembly parts lists and assembly instructions for 
each machine • 
• Subsystem which includes programs to handle file 
access, teleprocessing control, checkpoint re-
start. 
Subsystem which supports retriE.~vals and inquiry. 
• Centralized testing activities. 
• Centralized release and control activities • 
• Centralized design assurance activities • 
• Centralized planning and controlling activities • 
• Centralized documentation activities. 
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As one might visualize from this description, IBM's CMIS is a 
large, complex, real-time management information system which is being 
installed at locations throughout the world. 
Model Modifications 
It is not possible to take the general management information system 
model and apply it to a specific situation without modifications. Each 
MIS has its own unique requirements. Therefore, the degree of modifi-
cation will be dependent upon the unique application and the user's 
requirements. This section discusses the modification to the general 
model which were required so that it could be applied to IBM's Common 
Manufacturing Information System. It serves as an example of how it 
was applied so that others wishing to apply the general model will have 
a base upon which to work. 
The first item which becomes quickly apparent when starting to 
apply the general model is the degree of complex detail and also the 
technical expressions concerning the specifiJC management information 
system. However, if enough time is taken to understand the terminology 
and' the interrelationships of activities, it is possible to begin 
developing a strategy for applying the model. Therefon~, step number 
one is to understand all the characteristics of the specific management 
information system. This was accomplished by th(~ writer having jobs in 
different aspects of the ma~agement information system over the past 
four years. 
The next step is to insure that each activity for the specific 
model is stated in precise detail. Activity 70-80, 80-:160, and 70-160 
have been chosen from the general model to serve as examples. These 
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activities are applied to the IBM CMIS project within the concepts and 
strategy of .the general model. Ac ti vi ty 70-80 is broken into three 
activities, activity 80-160 is broken into three activities, and 
activity 70-160 is broken into eleven activities. This demonstrates 
that there is~ substantial amount of work required for modifying the 
general model. It also shows that there is a need :for a detailed under-
standing of the specific management information system as well as the 
general model. See Figure 25 for an example. 
Although each activity in the general network has to be intensely 
sized for application to the specific management information system, 
there are three activities which historically deserve the most attention 
and will change more rapidly than any of the others. These are impact 
of change requests (activity JOO-JO), impact of computer degradation 
(activity 4:00-70), and impact of operating system changes (activity 
500-70). Because of their particular importance, the modifications 
required will be discussed in more detail. 
Change requests are a continual concern in any management informa-
tion system. They may arise from various sources. The various users, 
programmers, testing personnel, etc., may create a request for changing 
program code based upon many factors. They may be based on performance 
improvements, maintenance requirements, or user operating procedures. 
Depending upon the magnitude of the change request and the relative 
status of the management information system, the change request can 
take on different degrees of criticality.. For instance, if a major 
change request is required and the MIS is in general design, the change 
can usually be made with minimum effort. However, if a major change 
request is required and the MIS is just about to finish testing, there 
,. 
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are usually substantial problems. Change requests generally have to be 
·handled on a one-for-one basis depending upon their magnitude and degree 
of development and testing which has been done. The actual placement of 
the change request activity in the detail network will be dependent upon 
. ·. 
the specific change request and the relative status of the specific 
management information system. The change request activity must be 
placed at a point in the detailed network where it constrains the 
future activities in the same time frames and logical interrelationships 
as in the actual situation. 
Another factor which is of concern is computer degradation. The 
results of computer degradation are easy to measure - poor turnaround. 
Turnaround is defined to mean the elapsed time from when a programmer 
submitted the job to the time when the programmer receives the job. 
Computer degradation can be caused by hardware, software, or operations 
problems. It is considered by many to be the most critical factor con-
tributing to schedule slippages and additional resources. However, most 
-- . -
of the programming managers are quick to point out the obvious problems 
and not quick enough to identify other alternatives. When the computer 
system is ei.ther not working or not turning the programs around quickly 
enough, the programmers could be working on documentation, test plan 
reviews, desk checking, etc. However, there are key steps which must be 
undertaken to insure that these problems are minimized. This begins 
with the common definition of terms used in measuring key processes and 
also communication between all areas. As in the change request activ-
ity, the computer problems become more important at the later stages of 
test. If the MIS is just about to finish test and the computer becomes 
degraded, . the impact is much greater than if test is just beginning. 
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'!be actual placement of the computer degradation activity in the de-
tailed network is straightforward but the degree to which it should be 
made to constrain the future activities is a difficult judgment. To 
make it even more difficult to adequately size the impact, the computer 
degradation is random and varies in degree from being totally inoperable 
to being slightly inconvenient. However, the judgment must be made and 
the detailed network changed accordingly. 
The last factor to be discussed is the changes to the operating 
system (0/S) which impact the testing of the application programs. 
Again the magnitude of the problem is a function of the management 
infonnation system progress toward installation. The changes which are 
being made to the operating system have to be identified and then com-
municated to th~ appropriate personnel. There are very few instances 
where.a change to the operating system does not affect tne application 
programs. As with the impact from computer availability, it is extreme-
ly difficult to know how to assess the impact of operating system 
changes. At one moment the change may seem minimal and at the next 
second the change may be major or vice-versa. The emphasis should be 
on sizing the change, communicating it to all concerned areas, and 
showing in the detail model the projected impact of the change on 
schedules, resources, etc. The placement of the activity, reflecting 
the operating system change, in the detail network is dependent upon 
the status of the management information system. 
Overall, the detail model had many more activities than the general 
model but followed the concepts and strategy of the general model. 
Where the general model would contain two activities for accomplishing 
a particular objective, the detail model could contain ten activities. 
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The only activities which were placed in a different constraining loca-
tion than portrayed in the general model were those mentioned - the 
impacts due to change requests, computer availability, and operating 
system changes. This was necessary to accurately reflect the current 
status of the. managemen.t. information system. 
Analysis and Validation 
The detail model was continually being analyzed for improvements 
a:nd also continually being validated against expected results as the 
management information system progressed through the various phases. 
This{>roces$ resulted in modifications to the general model.which are 
reflected in Figure 24. It also provided for progress control of the 
cJevelopment, test, and installation activities. 
The detail model was continually run and rerun to analyze the 
effects of alternate decisions upon the resources, schedules, and 
activity statements before they had to be committed to implementation. 
There was continual attention to insure that the detailed model and, 
thereby, its relate.d output represented the actual management informa-
tion system. This caused continual replanning and progress evaluation 
to i.nsure consistent trc1,de-offs between the schedules, technical char-
acteristics, and resources. The MINIPERT reports assisted in leading 
to a precise, quick analysis of potential problem areas (see Appendix B 
for selected reports)~ 
The detail model was validated each time an activity was completed 
(progress to plan). Since each activity had a statement of the end 
product(s) (found under the output checklist in the activity descrip..;. 
tion), a schedule, and a resource commitment, it was a straightforward 
process to insure that the end products of the activity had been com-
pleted on time with the committed resources. It must be noted that 
there were activit.ies which were completed earlier or later than 
scheduled and with either more or less resource. However, it was 
alw~y:~:);>ossil;>le to .validate the activity by comparing it against the 
predicted criteria. The final and most important validation occurred 
when the management information system was cut-over to actual produc-
tion. Again, the committed schedules, resources, ahd end products 
could be compared and validated to the actuals. 
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CHAPTER VI 
. "' 
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
.There does not seem to be a visible stopping point for the infor-
mationprocessing revolution; The computer has been developed through 
three generations a11dtoday its application is only dependent upon man's 
imagination. I.ts application in or.ganizations has caused some perplex-
ing challenges. Some argue that the data processing function should be 
· · centralized while others. argue that it should be decentralized. The 
Sallie aJ'gument is takiag :·p'lace with regard to the planning and control 
function. Today, the tenents of centralization are winning because of. 
econpmic savings and technical breakthroughs allowing centralization. 
Today, most management information systems do not meet their pre-
defined goal"' on schedule or within planned resources. The problem has 
not·been in the "technical aspects" of the system, but rather in the 
planning and control process of answering the basic questions of how, 
who, where,why, and ·~hen. These problems can occur in any one of the 
.complex set of interrelated activities which constitute the management 
information system. However, the problem is usually intensified if it 
.must be corrected in the expensive testing activities. IHstori.cally, 
the problem has been viewed as being independent of all other 
activities. · The emphasis has usually been placed on the activity in 
trouble, many times at the expense of the other activities •. 
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Most management infonriation systems progress through various over-
'lapping phases~ If one compares these phases between different manage-
ment infonnation systems, a similarity will evolve. This co11111onali ty 
begins with. the :(easibility study and continues through general design, 
deta.il design,· programming ~d test, user material, system test, instal-
. .. . .. ·' ··... ... . ' , . 
. . latfon, · and mainten.ance phases •. In insuring a successful complex, 
real-time management information.system, one must have an organization 
.·with effective . communication flow, a planning and control methodology, 
and techn~cal knowledge. 
Next, a computer-based, general model of a management information 
system is developed. An IBM conversational project management applica-
.tion ... MINIPERT · - which uses terminals as the primary input/output 
device$, is used to construct the general model. The general model. 
includes the eight phases assumed·to constitute a management information 
system but emphasizes tile testing phases - programming and test, system 
test, and installation. The general model acti vi tie.s ar.e developed to 
compliment the dissertation's testing axioms while at the sa111e time 
insuring that the testing objective is met. The testing objective is 
that there must be a structured, non-redundant, series of progressive 
tests which insure that the management information system will be 
·installed· in the shortest a111ount of elapsed time with a minimum resource 
level. 
The general model is applied.to an IBM Common Systems Development· 
Project - Common Manufacturing Information System. It is not possible 
to apply it without modifications. because each system has its own unique 
requirements. For every general model activity, the specific model has 
several activities. However, the general model alwaysprovidesthe 
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concepts an.d strategy upon which the specific management information 
system, and thereby the specific model, is molded. The specific model, 
and thereby the general model, is validated by insuring that the input 
checklist and output checklist are met. Based on the general model 
applicatfon, there were chanQes which had to be made in the logic. 
There are several conclusions which can be made from this dis ... 
serta:tion. First, it is. possible to develop a computer-based, general 
· model of a management information system which emphasizes the volatile, 
expensh•e testing aspects. Next, it is possible to successfully apply 
the general model to a·specific system. Also, it is possible to apply 
the. dissertation's testing .axioms to meet the test objective. Lastly, 
if the disserta:tion!s recomiended planning and control methodology is 
followed, the basic questions of how, who, where, why, and when can be 
answered and, thereby, the likelihood of meeting schedule and resource 
commitments is muc~ higher. 
Conclusions 
The dissertation demonstrates that it is possible to develop a 
computer-based, general model of a management information system which 
emphasizes the volatile, expensive testing aspects. The general model 
consists of eight phases which includes a complex set of interrelated 
activities., and is independent of any particular management information 
system. It generalizes previous experience by recording and system-
atizing the various activities inherent in a successful management 
information system. 
The .dissertation also demonstrates that it is possible to success-
fully apply the general management information system model to a 
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specific management information system. The specific system is an IBM 
Common System Development Project - Common Manufacturing Information 
System - which is being implemented at various locations throughout the 
world. There are modifications required to the general model so that 
it is tailored t.o the characteristics of the specific application. 
Whereas the general model is independent and contains generic activi~ 
_ties, the specific model is dependent upon the particular system and 
' 
contains actual activities. 
Another important conclusion is that it is possible to apply the 
testing axioms proposed in this dissertation to meet the following test 
objective - there must be a structured, non-redundant, series of pro-
gressive tests which insure that the management information system will 
be installed in the shortest amount of elapsed time with a minimum 
resource level. The thirteen testing axioms ranged from insuring that 
the users review test plans to having one central test facility where 
all testing is done. Their validity was proven when the general model 
was applied to the specific system. In all cases, the specific model 
activities were defined so that they did not conflict with the testing 
axioms. 
If the recommended planning and control methodology in this dis-
sertation is followed, the basic questions of how 1 who, where, why, 
and when can be answered and, thereby, the likelihood of meeting 
schedule and resource commitments is much higher. This is accomplished 
by providing an approach which insures the development and analysis of 
alternative solutions, the establishment of better connnunications, and 
the development of continuous, progress reports. There are three areas 
which are potential problem areas and were given special attention -
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change requests, computer degradation, and operating system enhance-
ments. Analysis of how to react to these three problems is always made 
against the given set of technical objectives, the committed schedules, 
and the committed resources. The specific model shows that there should 
not be total concentration on one troublesome activity at the expense 
of the other activities. Activities are all interrelated and the change 
in one causes corresponding changes in the others. One of the major 
advantages in the recommended approach is that the management infonna-
tion system quality should be improved by insuring that everyone 
(managers, programmers, etc.) is working together as a team. They will 
be working together on one commonly understood base (network drawing) 
with all the constraints visible to meet the committed objective. 
Recommendations 
As time progresses, there will be larger capacity computers, 
faster computers, and better programmin\g languages. There will also be 
better ways to design, test, and install the increasingly complex man-
agement information systems. As these changes occur 1 it is recommended 
that the general model developed in this dissertation be updated and 
fine-tuned to reflect the lastest state-of-the-art. 
The general model elapsed time and resource data was gathered from 
experience within International Business Machines. It is recommended 
that this data also be gathered from other management infonnation sys-
tems. This would insure that .the general model would more equitably 
represent the management information system phases - feasibility, gen-
eral design, detail design, programming and test, user material, system 
test, installation, and maintenance. When it is possible to more 
accurately define each phase's data, it becomes easier to relate and 
develop estimates for each activity inherent in the phase. 
Another recommendation is that more work be done on the non-testing 
phases and then this work be added to this dissertation's general model. 
The phases where more work should be done are the feasibility, general 
design, detail design, user material, and maintenance phases. After 
completing this work, the activities should be added to the general 
model in the same manner that the testing activities were added in the 
programming and test, system test, and installation phases. If this 
were done, the general model would be more complete and would be of more 
value. 
There are many management information systems which are being 
designed, tested, and installed by various developers. It is recom-
mended that the general model be applied to these management information 
systems. In this way, the general model could be enhanced to reflect 
other ways of doing business while at the same time undergoing addi-
tional validation. This would increase the usefulness and make the 
general model more applicable to other developers. 
The last recommendation, which is probably one of the most impor-
tant, concerns making the general model (and thereby project management) 
.. , 
work successfully. It is not possible to simply apply the general model 
to a specific management information system and sit back and wait for 
the benefits. There must be capable personnel together with adequate 
resources (such as computer time) allocated to the general model. There 
must be positive management attitude and actions to fully support the 
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implementation of the general model to the specific situation. If the 
general model is to be successful, it must become an integral part of 
the system - planning, scheduling, assigning tasks, maintaining status, 
reporting progress, etc. 
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APPENDIX A 
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIONS FOR GENERAL MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION SYSTEM MODEL 
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ACTIVITY NO: 10 - 20 
ACTIVITY NAME: Develop Feasibility Study 
DESCRI~TION: The feasibility study begins with a preliminary feasi-
bility study. The full feasibility study considers the 
operational, technical, and economic aspects of the pro-
posed system versus the existing system. Management 
must review final results and give GO or NO-GO decision. 
INPUT: 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Need i,dentified with very rough-cut benefits statement. 
Preliminary feasibility study is completed. It has 
developed reasons and objectives for full feasibility 
study, estimated cost for full feasibility study, rec-
ommended appropriate personnel for full feasibility 
study, and proposed a full feasibility schedule. 
Statement of whether proposed system will operationally 
produce the required output within the response time 
requirements. 
Statement on the technical considerations of software, 
hardware, and other support requirements. 
Statement of all assumptions for future cross reference. 
Statement of economic benefits with corresponding cost 
and saving identified for each benefit (with ROI and 
pay back period). 
Statement of intangible benefits. 
Management acceptance or rejection of feasibility study. 
Top Management • 
Users. 
Key System Analyst. 
Key Programmer. 
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ACTIVITY NO: 20 - JO 
ACTIVITY NAME: Develop General Design 
IESCRIPTION : 
INPUT: 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Develop a general design which is at a very high level 
but yet identifies scope and significant features from 
initiation to completion of function. 
Top·management approval of feasibility study. 
Very high statement of scope and significant features. 
List of committed and approved functions inherent in 
design. 
List of functions, which the user may want, which are 
not committed but are desirable and which will be con-
sidered later. 
List of functions which will not be satisfied and 
probably will not be committed. 
Statement of user control of system. 
Flow chart of normal functions which are to be 
performed. 
Use of exhibits, diagrams, and flow charts to make 
material meaningful. 
General design has been reproduced and can be sent to 
user for review. 
Statement of development and installation strategy. 
List of contact names and telephone numbers of personnel 
responsible for various portions of general design. 
Analysts expert in function. 
Key programmer. 
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ACTIViTY NO: JO - 40 
ACTIVI'.l'Y NAM!:: User Review General Design 
DESCRIPTION: The user reviews the general design document for.tech-
nical concurrence and readability. There may be many 
iterations between the user and the developer of the 
.document before the user expresses his needs as manda-
tory, optional, or no changes. If at all possible, 
their should ·be complete communication so that the 
reply is mutually ~greeable. 
INPUT:.· Receipt of general design documentation (which contains 
the output checklist information from the activity 
entitled develop general design). 
.OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
.. , 
Contact names and telephone numbers for the appropriate 
personnel who are responsible for the various portions 
of general design. 
Return of general design document to the developer of 
thedocu!Dent with statement of change being mandai;ory, 
optional~ or no changes. 
User management concurs with the general design changes 
being termed mandatory, optional, or no changes. 
User system analysts. 
Key.user programmer. 
Appropriate user management (for statement of general 
design document requiring mandatory, optional, or no 
changes) • 
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ACTIVITY NO: 30 - 70 
ACTIVITY NAME: Develop Detail Design 
DESCRIPTION: The detail design document describes in detail these-
quence of events which the system must perform. It 
discusses the various application (groups of one or 
more programs) which make up the function. If there are 
changes made to the general design, by the user review 
or from other sources, these changes must be reflected 
in the detail design. 
INPUT: General design documentation which has been sent to user. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Impact due to change requests. 
Impact due to Operating System changes aff'ecting 
interfaces. 
File records, file layouts, report formats, and editing 
and error requirements must be stated. 
List of programs with number, name, function, purpose, 
and structure. 
Detail design document which has developer management 
approval and is ready for user review. 
List of all records which are updated, deleted, or 
referenced. 
List of all output which could be messages, reports, 
or transactions. 
Logic flow chart showing sequence of programming, the 
decisions and actions that take place along with the 
sequence of data to perform the various functions. 
Logic flow chart narrative which describes the logic 
flow chart. 
Program flow chart which describes the various program-
ming steps. 
Program flow chart narrative which describes the pro-
gram flow chart. 
System Analysts. 
Designers. 
Key Programmers. 
Programmer/Analyst (if available is the best). 
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ACTIVITY NO: JO - 120 
ACTIVITY NAME: Develop User Material 
DESCRIPTION: There must be a document which provides the user assis-
tance in understanding the system. This includes such 
items as user procedures, reports and inquiries, opera-
tion procedures, education requirements, and 
dictionaries. 
INPUT: General design documentation changes. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Detail design documentation changes. 
User procedures which describe how the users carry out 
their functions by defining job name and purpose, trans-
actions name and purpose, interfaces transaction has 
with other transactions, hardware requirements by name 
and type, mode of operation, procedures for entering 
transactions, and output lists including error messages, 
action-required statements, etc. 
Report and inquiry information including purpose, fre-
quency, security requirements, restrictions, interfaces, 
entry procedures, hardware requirements, output 
messages, etc. 
Operation instructions describing how to operate system 
under normal circumstances, how to recover and restart, 
how to answer questions when system is down. 
Dictionary which defines various aspects of system. 
Glossary which contains acronyms, abbreviations, defi-
nitions of terms. 
Data element dictionary and user record dictionary. 
Operator console messages defined. 
Educational material and agenda should be stated. 
System Analysts. 
Key Programmers. 
Key Designers. 
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ACTIVITY NO: 1±0 - 50 
ACTIVITY NAME: Finalize General Design 
DESCRIPTION: The developer of the general design reviews comments 
made by the user. The developer communicates, if 
necessary, with the user to completely understand the 
concerns. All mandatory changes must be resolved or 
escalated for resolution. Then, the general design is 
rewritten to reflect the user-developer agreements and 
is made ready for publication. 
INPUT: General design document which has been reviewed by the 
user management and which contains statement of changes 
being mandatory, optional, or no changes. 
OUTPUT: Developer management concerns with final general design 
document. 
STAFFING: 
General design document has been written and typed to 
appropriate standards and is ready for publication 
activity. 
Appropriate developer analysts· 
Typists. 
Technical writers. 
Developer management (for final approval). 
ACTIVITY NO: 50 - 70 
ACTIVITY NAME: Publish General Design 
DESCRIPTION: The general design document is reproduced and sent to 
an agreed upon distribution list. 
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INPUT: General design document which has been written and typed 
to appropriate standards and is ready for publication. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Distribution list which has been agreed to by developer 
and user. 
Copies of general design document ready to be sent to 
distribution list. 
Reproduction personnel. 
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ACTIVITY NO: 70 - 80 
ACTIVITY NAME: Develop .lJ:ni t Test Plan 
DESCRIPTIONS: Developer determines the combination of data input 
values which test all the functions of the programs. 
It should contain unexpected as well as expected input 
values to test the entire program (includes main logic 
1:1.nd error routines). Also, it should be sequenced so 
that the smallest testable logic paths are tested in a 
rational sequence. 
INPUT: 
OUl'PUT: 
STAFFING: 
Beginning of programming. 
Detail design, general design, and user material 
documentation. 
Statement of system performance criteria and plan. 
Unit test data defined which·tests main and error logic. 
Data bank is defined. 
Input edits and audits must be stated. 
Developer has listed all pre-defined results which are 
expected. 
Programmers • 
Analyst. 
Programmer/Analyst (if available is best). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 70 - 90 
ACTIVITY NAME: User Review Detail Design 
IESCRIPTION: The user reviews the detail design document for tech-
nical concurrence and readability. There may be many 
iterations between the user and the developer of the 
document before the user expresses his needs as manda-
tory, optional, or no changes. If at all possible 
there should be complete communication so that the reply 
is mutually agreeable between the user and developer. 
INPUT: Receipt of detail design documentation (which contains 
the output checklist information from the activity 
entitled develop detail design). 
OU'l'PUT: 
STAFFING: 
Contact name and telephone numbers for the appropriate 
personnel who are responsible for the various portions 
of detail design. 
Return of detail design document to the developer of 
the document with statement of change being mandatory, 
optional, or no changes. 
User management concurs with the detail design changes 
being termed mandatory, optional, or no changes. 
. \ . 
Us.er s~stem analysts. 
\ 
Key user programmers. 
Appropriate user management (for statement of detail 
design document requiring mandatory, optional, or no 
changes). . 
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ACTIVITY NO: 70 - 110 
ACTIVITY NAME: Develop System Test Plan 
DESCRIPTION: The developers, testers, and users determine the combi-
nation of data input values which test all the functions 
of the entire system. It should be structured so that 
it is representative of the user's requirements, system 
configuration must also be representative. Also, a 
testing strategy and philosophy must be developed which 
is consistent with previous testing. Each test should 
build to a completely tested system. 
INPUT: General design, detail design, user material 
documentation. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Input from unit, functional, and interface testing 
results. 
Determination of user's transaction volumes, timing 
characteristics, data bank record level, etc. 
Performance criteria statement. 
Data bank defined. 
Pre-determined results listed. 
Bill of material for all programs in release. 
Statement of error messages. 
Record levels defined. 
Programmers (from developer, tester, and user). 
Analysts ( from developer., tester, and user). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 70 - 130 
AC'rIVITY NAME: Develop Functional Test Plan 
DESCRIPTION: The developer determines the combination 0£ data input· 
values which test all the £unctions 0£ the interfaces 
between various programs in a defined string. It should 
contain unexpected as well as expected input values to 
test the entire program (includes main logic and error 
routines). It should begin with the smallest testable 
path and keep increasing in a rational manner until the 
complete £unction is tested. 
INPUT: Beginning 0£ programming. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Unit testing experience as it becomes available. 
Detail design, general design, and user material 
documentation. 
Statement 0£ system performance criteria and plan. 
Functional test data defined which tests main and error 
logic. 
Records and data bank defined. 
Input edits and audits must be stated. 
Developer has listed all pre-defined results which are 
expected including transactions, messages, records 
altered and data elements updated. 
Programmers • 
Analysts. 
Programmer/Analyst (i£ available). 
ACTIVITY NO: 70 - 150 
ACTIVITY NAME: Develop Interface Test Plan 
DESCRIPTION: Developer determines the combination of data input 
values which test all the interfaces between the sub-
systems. It should contain unexpected as well as 
expected input values. The user should provide list 
of interfaces he expects to use. Interfaces are re-
quired when a particular function crosses two or more 
subsystems. 
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INPUT: Input from unit test results and functional test results 
which builds into interface test. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Detail design~ general design, and user material 
documentation. 
Input from unit test and functional test results. 
Statement of interface test performance criteria and 
plan. 
Interface test data defined. 
Data bank is defined. 
All pre-defined results are listed. 
Programmers (from developer and user). 
Analyst (from developer and user). 
Programmer/Analyst (if available is be.st). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 70 - 160 
ACTIVITY NAME: Complete Programming 
DESCRIPTION: This activity includes all work necessary for the 
coding, desk checking and compiling of the program until 
the first error free compile. The programming will be 
influenced by any changes made to the general design, 
detail design, or user material; therefore, communica-
tion between these areas must be maintained. Every 
effort should be made to attempt terminal debugging by 
using a real-time, on-line language. 
INPUT: 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
General design documentation and changes as they occur. 
Detail design documentation and changes as they occur. 
User material documentation and changes as they occur. 
Impact of operating system changes as they occur. 
Impact of change requests as they occur. 
Impact of computer degradation as it occurs. 
Program which has c.ompleted its first error free compile 
(source to object without errors) to standards and 
documentation. 
Management and technical committee review to insure that 
program has completed its first clean compile. 
Programmer• 
Key System Analyst (to answer design questions if they 
arise). 
Programmer/Analyst (if available is the best). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 80 - 160 
ACTIVITY NAME: Review Unit Test Plan 
DESCRIPTION: The unit test plan should not only be reviewed by the 
developer, but also any area which will either be test-
ing or installing the program. The test plan should be 
discussed to insure that all functions are accomplished 
in an agreed upon manner. 
INPUT: 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Unit test plan which reflects developer's plans. 
General design, detail design, and user material 
documentation. 
Reviewed unit test plan which contains management 
agreement from both the user and developer. 
Unit test data completely defined and registered. 
Data bank is completely defined and registered. 
All pre-defined results have been listed. 
Performers criteria have been agreed upon between user 
and developer. 
Testing personnel (who will test program). 
User personnel (who will be using program). 
Programmers (from all affected areas). 
Analysts (from all affected areas). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 90 - 100 
ACTIVITY NAME: Finalize Detail Design 
DESCRIPTION: The developer of the detail design reviews comments 
made by the user. The developer communicates, if nec-
essary, with the user to completely understand the con-
cerns. All mandatory changes must be resolved or 
escalated for resolution. Then, the detail design is 
rewritten to reflect the user-developer agreements and 
is made ready for publication. 
INPUT: Detail design document which has been reviewed by the 
user management and which contains statement of changes 
being mandatory, optional, or no changes. 
OUTPUT: Developer management concurs with final detail design 
document. 
STAFFING: 
Detail design document has been written and typed to 
appropriate standards and is ready for publication 
activity. 
Appropriate developer analysts. 
Typists. 
Technical writers. 
Developer management (for final approval). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 100 - 190 
ACTIVITY NAME: Publish Detail Design 
DESCRIPTION: The detail design document is reproduced and sent to an 
agreed upop distribution list. 
INPUT: Detail design document which has been written and typed 
to appropriate standards and is ready for publication. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Distribution list which has been agreed to by developer 
and user. 
Copies of detail design document ready to be sent to 
distribution list. 
Reproduction personnel. 
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ACTIVITY NO:.. 110 - 190 
ACTIV1TY NAME: Review Sys.tern Test Plan 
IESCRlPTION: All areas should review the system test plan. There 
should be particular emphasis that the plan represents 
the user's characteristics. If there are any disagree-
ments to the plans content, the user's reconunendation 
should be followed. Agreement on a consistent, non-
redundant testing philosophy • 
. INPUT: System tes.t plan. 
'OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
General design, detail design,' and user material 
documentation statement of testing philosophy. 
Statement of data bank record levels. 
~re-defined results have been stated. 
Reviewed system test plan which contains management 
agreement from both the user and developer. 
System test data completely defined and registered. 
Performance criteria has been agreed upon and stated. 
User transaction mix, volumes, and timing 
characteristics. 
Statement of expected report formats, user messages, 
operator messages and responses. 
Programmers (from all affected areas). 
Analysts (from all affected areas). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 120~125 
ACTIVITY NAME: User Review User Material 
DESCRIPTION: The user reviews the user material document for techni-
cal concurrence and readability. There may be many 
iterations between the user and the developer of the 
document before the user expresses his needs as manda-
tory, optional, or no changes. If at all possible 
INPUT: 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
there should be complete communication so that the reply 
is mutually agreeable between the user and developer. 
Receipt of user material documentation (which contains 
the output checklist information from the activity 
called develop user material). 
Contact names and telephone numbers for the appropriate 
personnel who are responsible for the various portions 
of the user material. 
Return of user material document to the developer of 
the document with statement of change being mandatory 
or optional. 
User management concurs with the user material changes 
being termed mandatory, optional, or no changes. 
User system analysts. 
Key user programmer. 
Appropriate user management (for statement of the user 
material document requiring mandatory, optional, or no 
changes). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 125 - 14o 
ACTIVITY NAM!:: Finalize User Material 
DESCRIPTION: The developer of the user material reviews comments made 
by the u~er. The developer communicates, if necessary, 
with the user to completely understand the concerns. 
All mandatory changes must be resolved or escalated for 
resolution. Then, the general design is rewritten to 
reflect the .user-developer agreements and is made ready 
for publication. 
INPUT: User material documentation which has been reviewed by 
the user management and which contains statement of 
changes being mandatory, optional, or no changes. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Developer management concurs with final user material 
document. 
User material document has been written and typed to 
appropriate standards and is ready for publication 
activity. 
Appropriate developer analysts. 
Typists. 
Technical writers. 
Developer management (for final approval). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 130 - 170 
ACTIVITY NAME: Review Functional Test Plan 
DESCRIPTION: The functional test plan should not only be reviewed 
by the developer, but also any area which will either be 
testing or installing the program. The test plan should 
be reviewed so that all areas have contributed to the 
final functional test plan. 
INPUT: Functional test plan which reflects developers plans. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Gener~l design, detail design, and user material 
documentation. 
Reviewed functional test plan which contains management 
agreement from both the user and developer. 
Functional test data completely defined and registered. 
Data bank is completely defined and registered. 
All pre-defined results have been agreed upon between 
user and developer. 
Testing personnel (who will test program). 
User personnel (who will be using program). 
Programmers (from all affected areas). 
Analysts (from all affected areas). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 140 - 190 
ACTIVITY NA?-£: Publish User Material 
. DESCRJPTION: 
INPUT: 
OUTPUT:· 
STAFFING: 
The user material document is reproduced and sent to an 
agreed upon distribution list. 
User material document which has been written and typed 
to appropriate standards and is ready for publication. 
Distribution list which has been agreed to by developer 
and user. 
Copies of user material document ready to be sent to 
distribution list. 
Reproduction personnel. 
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ACTIVITY NO: . 150 - 180 
ACTIVITY NAME: Review Interface Test Plan 
DESCRIPTION: The interface test plan should not only be reviewed by 
the developer, but also any area which will either be 
testing or installing the program. The test plan should 
be discussed to insure that all functions are accom-
plished in an agreed upon manner. 
INPUT: Interface test plan. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
General design, detail design, and user material 
documentation. 
Reviewed interface test plan which contains management 
agreement from both the user and developer. 
Interface test data completely defined and registered. 
Interface data bank is completely defined and 
registered. 
All pre-defined results have been listed. 
Performance criteria have been agreed upon between 
user and developer for interface test. 
Testing personnel (who will test program). 
User personnel (who will be using program). 
Programmers (from all affected areas). 
Analysts (from all affected areas). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 160 - 170 
ACTIVITY NAME: Complete Unit Test 
DESCRIPTION: The test data, which reflects the unit test plan, is 
run which verifies that the program runs to predicted 
completion. It is the least expensive level of testing 
which is performed. As in the programming stage, the 
testing should be done via terminal and should be done 
on the smallest possible segments. 
INPUT: General design, detail design, and user documentation. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Error free compilation. 
Unit test plan developed and reviewed. 
Unit test data and data bank is registered. 
All error routines have been executed. 
Performance criteria has been measured. 
Insurance that report formats, user message format, 
operator messages and responses are satisfactory. 
Unit tested programs that have passed the unit test 
plans and agree with documentation. 
Management - technical concurrence that unit test has 
been completed. 
Insure that the highest possible percentage of code 
has been tested in each program: (run a test program if 
required). 
Programmers. 
System Analyst (as required). 
Programmer/Analyst (if available is best). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 170 - 180 
ACTIVITY NAME: Complete Functional Test 
DESCRIPTION: The functional test consists of testing inter-subsystem 
interfaces. The various programs within a subsystem are 
interfaced together (strings) according to pre-defined 
functions defined in the functional test plan. A string 
has a beginning point and a terminal point. After the 
string has satisfactorily (according to functional test 
plan criteria) processed the input, it is considered to 
have completed functional test. 
INPUT: Completion of Unit Test (see output checklist for 
activity entitled complete unit test). 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Completion of functional test plan review (see output 
checklist for activity entitled review functional test 
plan). 
Functional test data bank established. 
Bill of material for programs entering functional test. 
General design, detail design, and user material 
documentation. 
Program to program interfaces have been executed and 
verified for each string according to functional test 
plan. 
Additional test conditions (from unit test) have been 
executed to insure adequacy of test across programs. 
Documentation has been verified (understandable and 
useable) that it conforms to programs. 
Management - technical concurrence that functional test 
has been completed. 
Programmers. 
Key System Analyst. 
Programmer/Analyst (if available it is best). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 180 - 190 
ACTIVITY NAME: Complete Interface Test 
DESCRIPTION: The interfaces between the subsystems are tested to 
insure that the programs run to predicted completion 
according to interface test plan. The control over the 
progress of the interface testing should be at the 
string level. 
INPUT: Bill of material for all programs entering interface 
test. 
• 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Complete functional test. 
General design, detail design, and user documentation. 
Developer management concurs that programs are ready to 
enter interface test. 
Interface test plan developed and reviewed. 
Interface test data, data bank, and records are 
developed and registered. 
Cross reference list between strings, load modules, 
test data, records, etc. 
Subsystem to subsystem interfaces have been executed 
and verified for each string according to interface 
test plan and documentation. 
All error routines have been executed. 
Performance criteria has been measured. 
Management - technical concurrence that interface test 
has been completed. 
Insurance that report formats, user message format, 
operator messages and responses are satisfactory. 
Programmer. 
Analysts (from developer and user). 
Programmer/Analyst. 
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ACTIVITY NO: 190 - 200 
ACTIVITY NAME: Complete System Test 
DESCRIPTION: System test is an independent test and is critical to 
the success of the program. It includes all the work 
necessary to test the subsystems and their inherent 
programs under realistic operating conditions. It is a 
real-time, on-line test under operating conditions 
which simulate the installing locations transaction 
volumes, timing characteristics, data bank record 
levels, etc. The tests should insure that the documen-
tation supports the actual operation and also, that the 
performance criteria are met. All testing should be 
completed in this test except for any testing which it 
is technically not possible to accomplish (bridges, and 
other items which are unique to one user). 
INPUT: System test plan which has been reviewed by user and 
developer. 
OUTPUT: 
All documentation (general design, detail design, user 
material) to support system operation. 
All testing has been completed except for system test. 
Developer management concurs that programs are ready to 
enter system test. 
Bill of material for all programs entering system test. 
List of any programs which are not functioning to speci-
fication and fix date. 
Insure that documentation agrees with system test 
results. 
Validate fall back and recovery procedures. 
Validate that system meets performance criteria. 
Insure that system operates in full volume environment. 
Insure that documentation supports operation. 
All error routines have been executed. 
Insurance that report formats, user message formats, 
operator messages and responses are satisfactory. 
Management - technical concurrence that system test has 
been completed. 
STAFFING: 
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Insure that the highest possible percentage of code has 
been tested in system (run test program if required). 
Programmers (from user location and developer's only 
when required). 
Analysts (from user's location and developer's only when 
required). 
Programmer/Analyst (if available is best). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 200 - 210 
ACTIVITY NAME: Complete Installation 
DESCRIPTION: This activity is where the results of all the previous 
work should be realized. The programs which have com-
pleted system test are installed at the user's location. 
There is generally a considerable amount of work at the 
user's location for education of affected personnel, 
bridge programs, compatible procedures with new pro-
grams, etc. The new programs will not be cut-over 
immediately, but there must be a planned, structured, 
parallel test which have defined cut-over criteria. 
Cut-over to the new programs will be accomplished after 
satisfactory testing, parallel-run criteria have been 
met and other planned activities have been completed. 
There should be an expected hump in the installation 
resources required when the new programs are cut-over. 
This is to correct the problems which could not be 
found earlier. 
INPUT: The physical installation site must be made ready for 
installation. 
Programs which have completed all the criteria in the 
output checklist of the activity entit~ed complete, 
system test. 
Insurance that previous testing had been supported by 
users so that new programs are known. 
General design, detail design, and user material docu-
mentation which fully supports the system tested 
programs. 
List of all off-specification programs from system test 
activities. 
Bill of material of all programs, records, etc. 
Statement of support requirements from developers and 
testers. 
Detailed conversion schedules must be developed and 
used to insure progress. 
Study to determine the optimum method of installing the 
new programs (includes schedules, logical installation 
sequence). 
Organization philosophy of user location is stated. 
System operating procedures have been defined at user 
location. 
STAFFING: 
File initialization and file conversion programs are 
ready and have been tested. 
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Determination of how the hardware requirements are to 
be planned. 
Recovery and reset procedures are user defined. 
Data bank integrity procedures have been developed. 
The programs have been cut-over and are driving the 
user location and have been signed off-on by the user 
management. 
Programmers (from user location but with developer 
-support). 
Analysts (from user location but with developer 
support). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 210 - 220 
ACTIVITY NAME: Continue Maintenance 
DESCRIPTION: The maintenance of the programs is an on-going activity. 
The programs after being installed do not continually 
operate in a static environment. Software is upgraded, 
procedures are changed, performance improvements are 
desired, etc. All of these changes must be considered 
and the system must be maintained accordingly. The 
changes must be made in consiste~t manner or else havoc 
will result. Each change must have a formal request 
for change, statement of need, cost analysis, and a pro-
posed schedule which is reviewed and concurred with by 
appropriate management. If the programs are used at 
more than one location, special emphasis must be placed 
on insuring that the fixes are tested at one central 
location and then distributed to all other areas. 
INPUT: Procedure which must be followed when changing programs 
which includes formal request for change, statement of 
need, cost analysis, schedules, progress control. 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Technical procedures for knowing how to make change, 
where change should be tested, and how to control the 
various program levels across all affected areas. 
Programs are continually up-to-date. 
Programmers (at user, testing, and developer locations). 
Analysts (at user, testing, and d~veloper locations). 
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ACTIVITY NO: JOO - JO 
ACTIVITY NAME: Impact of Change Requests 
DESCRIPTION: Change requests are statements of requested change to 
the programs due to performance improvements, mainte-
nance requirements, or operating procedures. There 
must be a procedure which is followed by all affected 
areas (developers, testers, and users). The key concern 
with change requests is usually the communication of 
appropriate information to all areas. Each change re-
~uest is unique and must be sized on a one-for-one 
basis. Management must be constantly aware of the 
situation so that appropriate schedules, progress, and 
commitments can be made. 
INPUT: Change request procedure which is commonly agreed upon 
and used by the developer, tester, and user (includes 
forms, flow of information, checkpoint meetings, etc.). 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
One central repository of key information concerning 
all change requests. 
Impact of change request on management information sys-
tem in terms of resources (dollars) and schedule 
changes. 
Affects all ~reas (developers, testers, and users). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 4,oo - 70 
ACTIVITY NAME: Impact of Computer Degradation 
DESCRIPTION: The changes caused by computer degradation are con-
sidered by many to be the most critical factor in 
contributing to schedule slippages. The degradation 
can be either a reduced turnaround time or actually 
having the computer become inoperable. It is a con-
stantly fluctuating activity which is difficult to size 
and understand. However, there are some basic problems 
which must be overcome. There must be common definition 
of key values. Then, there must be continual communi-
cation between all affected areas to insure that the 
problems are being corrected. 
INPUT: 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
Procedure for reporting status on computer turnaround 
and down-time hours. 
Connnunication meetings to insure that critical problems 
are being addressed. 
Establishment of a priority list for insuring that the 
most critical items are being addressed across all 
affected areas. 
Impact of computer degradation in terms of resources 
(dollars) and schedule changes. 
All affected areas (developers, testers, and users). 
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ACTIVITY NO: 500 - 70 
ACTIVITY NAME: Impact of Operating System Changes 
DESCRIPTION: There usually are changes made to the operating system 
(0/S) due to maintenance changes, performance improve-
ment ments, and enhancement commitments. The changes can 
INPUT: 
OUTPUT: 
STAFFING: 
be either transparent (application programs are affected 
but no changes required) or can cause changes to b~ 
madeto the application programs. Often the changes are 
termed transparent but when the change is installed, 
there are actually changes required to the application 
programs. There must be continual communication to 
insure that all areas are aware the change status and 
planned changes. 
Statement of Operating System (o/s) change and related 
information. 
Communication mechanism to insure that the affected 
areas know when, where, why, how the software change 
will be made. 
Impact of operating system changes in terms of 
resources (dollars) and schedule changes. 
All affected areas (developers, testers, and users). 
APPENDIX B 
SELECTED OUTPUT REPORI'S FROM GENERAL MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION SYSTEM MODEL 
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'DRO,TECT: r.1 .IJI, (:F.llF.P.AL f.fODF.T, 
--------
T.TMENOW DA'l'E us,m: 
SORTED RV EARLV S'l'ART 
'D.J?ED suer: DUR P.S EP 
10 20 10.00 04/02/73 04/16/73 
20 30 12.00 04/16/73 05/02/73 
30 40 10,00 05/02/73 05/16/73 
30 70 35. 00 05/0')./73 06/20/73 
30 120 20.00 05/02/73 05/30/73 
300 30 0 05/02/73 05/02/73 
400 70 0 05/15/73 05/15/73 
40 50 10~00 05/-16/73 05/30/73 
50 70 10, 00 05/30/-73 06/13/73 
120 125 10.00 05/30/7.3 06/13/73 
500 70 0'.06/04/73 06/04/73 
125 140 10.00 06/13/73 ~0-6727 /7 3 
70 80 20.00 06/20/73 07/18/73 
70 90 10.00 06/20/73 07/04/73 
70 110 70.00 06/20/73 09/26/73 
70 130 30.00 06/20/73 08/01/73 
70 150 40.00 06/20/73 08/15/73 
70 160 43.00 06/20/73 08/20/73 
140 190 10.00 06/27/73 07/11/73 
90 100 10.00 07/04/73 07/18/73 
80 160 10 .oo 07 /18/73 08/01/73 
100 190 10.00 07/18/73 08/01/73 
130 170 10.00 Oll/01/73 08/15/73 
150 180 10.00 08/15/73 08/29/73 
160 170 15.00 08/20/73 09/10/73 
170 180 15.00 09/10/73 10/01/73 
110 190 10.00 09/26/73 10/10/73 
180 190 15.00 10/01/73 10/22/73 
190 200 50.00 10/22/73 12/31/73 
200 210 28.00 12/31/73 02/07/74 
210 ?.20 0 02/07/74 02/07/74 
PRJWJ'ED 04/05/73 AT 15.16.20 
LS L,.. SLACK SC'flD 
04/02/73 04/16/73 0 04/02/73 
04/16/73 05/02/73 0 
05/09/73 05/23/73 5.00 
05/02/73 06/20/73 0 
08/13/73 09/10/73 73.00 
05/02/73 05/02/73 0 05/0?./73 
06/20/73 06/20/73 26.00 05/15/73 
05/23/73 06/06/73 s.oo 
06/06/73 06/20/73 5.00 
09/10/73 09/24/73 73.00 
06/20/73 06/20/73 12.00 06/04/73 
09/24/73 10/08/7'3 73.00 
07 /09/73 08/06/73 13.00 
09/10/73 09/24/73 58,00 
07/02/73 10/08/73 8,00 
07/16/73 08/27/73 18,00 
07/23/73 09/17/73 23.00 
06/20/7'!, 08/20/73 0 
10/08/73. 10/22/73 73.00 
09/24/73 10/08/73 58.00 
0 8 /06/73" 08/20/73 13.00 
10/08/73 10/22/73 58,00 
08/27/73 09/10/73 18,00 
09/17/73 10/01/73 23,00 
OR/20/73 09/10/73 0 
09/10/73 10/01/73 0 
10/08/73 10/22/73 8,00 
10/01/73 10/22/73 0 
10/22/73 12/31/73 0 
12/31/73 02/07/74 0 
02/07/74 02/07/74 0 
DESCRIPTION 
-----------
DEVET,OP TJ'EASIBILI'rY STUDY 
DEVELOP GENERAL DESIGN 
USER REVIEW GENERAL DESIGN 
DEVP.LOP DETAIL DESIGN 
DP.VP.LOP USER MATERIAL 
D"PACT OF CHANGE REtJUESTS 
IMPACT OF COMPUTER DEGRADATION 
PINALIZE GENERAL DESIGN 
PUBLISH GENERAL DESIGN 
USER REVIEW USER MATERIAL 
IMPACT OP OPERATING SYSTEM CHANGES 
FINALIZE USER MATERIAL 
DEVELOP UNIT TEST PLAN 
USER REVIEFI DE'l'AIL DESIGN 
DEVELOP SYSTEM TEST PLAN 
DF.VELOP PUNCTIONAL TEST PLAN 
DEVELOP INTERFACE TEST PLAN 
COMPT,ETE PROGRAMMING 
Pl/BLISH USER MATERIAL 
PJNAT,IZE DETAIL DESIGN 
RF.VIEW UNIT TEST PLAN 
PrTBLISll DETAIL DESIGN 
REVIEW ~UNCTIONAL TEST PLAN 
REVIE~r INTF:RFACE TEST PLAN 
COMPLETE UNIT TEST 
COMPLETE PUNCTIONAL TEST 
REVIEr-! SYSTEM TEST PLAN 
COMPT,E'l'E INTERPACE TEST 
COMPl,E'l'E S.VS'J'EM 'l'F.ST 
-COMPLETE INSTALLATION 
CONTINUE MAINTENANCE 
~ 
\,.) 
\,Jl 
'PP.OJEC'l': f.'.I.tI. tJENF.RAL MODF.L PRINTED 04/05/73 AT 15.22.33 
--------
TIMENm, !>ATE llSEn: 
SOP.TF.D EV LATE START 
"PRED SC/CC nl!R FS EP LS LP SLACK SCHD DE.'fCRIPTION 
--
-----------
10 20 10.00 04/02/73 04/16/73 04/02/73 04/16/73 0 04/02/73 DF.VELOP PEASIBILI'l'Y STUDY 
20 30 12.00 04/16/73 05/02/73 04/16/73 05/02/73 0 DEVELOP GENERAL DESIIJN 
30 70 35. 00 05/02/73 06/20/73 05/02/73 06/20/73 0 DEVELOP DETAIL DESIGN 
300 30 0 05/02/73 05/02/73 05/02/73 05/02/73 0 05/02/73 IMPACT OF CHANGE REQUESTS 
30 -1fo 10.00 05/02/73 05/16/73 05/09/73 05/23/73 5.00 USER REVIEW GENERAL DESIGN 
40 50 10.00 05/16/73 05/30/73 05/23/73 06/06/73 s.oo FillALIZE GENERAL DESIGN 
50 70 10.00 05/30/73 06/13/73 06/06/73 06/20/73 5.00 PUBLISH GENERAL DESIGN 
70 160 43.00 06/20/73 08/~20/73 06/20/73 08/20/73 0 COMPLETE PROGRAMMING 
400 70 0 05/15/73 05/15/73 06/20/73 06/20/73 26.00 05/15/73 IMPACT OP COMPUTER DEGRADATION 
500 70 0 06/04/73 06/0.4/73 06/20/73 06/20/73 12.00 06/04/73 IMPACT OF OPERATING SYSTEM CHANGES 
70 110 70.00 06/20/73 09/26/73 07/02/73 10/08/73 0.00 DEVELOP SVSTEM TEST PLAN 
70 80 20.00 06/20/73 07/18/73 07 /09/73 08/06/'13 13.00 DEVELOP UNIT TEST PLAN 
70 130 30. 00 06/20/73 08/01/73 07/16/73 08/27/73 18.00 DEVELOP PUNCTIONAL TEST PLAN 
70 150 40.00 06/20/73 08/15/73 07/23/73 09/17/73 23.00 DEVELOP INTERPACE. TEST PLAN 
80 160 10.00 07/18/73 08/01/73 OA/06/73 08/20/73 13.00 RF.VIEW UNIT TEST PLAN 
30 120 20.00 05/02/73 05/30/73 OA/13/73 09/10/73 73.00 DEVELOP USER MATERIAL 
160 170 15.00 OA/20/73 09/10/73 08/20/73 09/10/73 0 COMPLETP. UNIT TES'l' 
130 170 10.00 08/01/73 08/15/73 08/27/73 09/10/73 18.00 RF.VIEW FUNCTIONAL TEST PLAN 
70 90 10.00 06/20/73 07 /04/73 09/10/73 09/24/73 58.00 USER REVIEW DETAIL DESIGN 
170 180 15.00 09/10/73 10/01/73 09/10/73 10/01/73 0 COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL TEST 
120 125 10.00 05/30/73 06/13/73 09/10/73 09/24/73 73.00 USER REVIEW USER MATERIAL 
150 180 10.00 08/15/73 08/29/73 09/17/73 10/01/73 23.00 REVIEf! INTERFACE TEST PLAN 
90 100 10.00 07/04/73 07 /18/73 09/24/73 10/08/73 58.00 FINALIZE DETAIL DESIGN 
125 1110 10.00 06/13/73 06/27/73 09/24/73 10/08/73 73.00 PINALIZE USER MATERIAL 
180 190 15.00 10/01/73 10/22/73 10/01/73 10/22/73 0 COMPLETE INTERFACE TEST 
100 190 10.00 07/18/73 08/01/73 10/08/73 10/22/73 58.00 PUBLISH DP.TAIL DESIGN 
110 190 10.00 09/26/73 10/10/73 10/08/73 10/22/73 0.00 RF.VIE~! SYSTEM TEST PLAN 
140 190 10.00 06/27/73 07/11/73 10/08/73 10/22/73 73.00 PUBLISH USER MATERIAL 
190 200 50.00 10/22/73 12/31/73 10/22/73 12/31/73 0 COMPLETE SYSTEM TEST 
200 ?.10 28.00 12/31/73 02/07 /74 12/31/73 02/07/74 0 COMPLETE INSTALLATION 
210 220 0 02/07/74 02/07/74 021n7 /74 02/07/74 0 CONTINUE MAINTENANCE 
.... 
\..) 
O'I 
PRO.JP.CT: /.f ,I ,S, r.F:l'1F:T?AL /.l()D'[::T, PRINTED 04/05/73 AT 15.28.17 
--------
'l'Il'ENOW DA'l'P. USED: 
,<:() RTE D !J'! SLACK 
PRE[) S[ICC DUR F.S P.P LS LP SLACK SCHD DESCRIPTION 
-----------
20 30 12.00 04/16/73 05/02/73 04/16/73 05/02/73 0 DEVELOP GENERAL DESIGN 
30 70 35.00 05/02/73 06/20/73 05/02/73 06/20/73 0 DF:VELOP DETAIL DESIGN 
70 160 43,00 06/20/73 08/20/73 06/20/73 OR/20/73 0 COMPLETF: PROGRAMMING 
160 170 - 15,00 08/20/73 09/10/73 OR/20/73 09/10/73 0 COMPLETE UNIT TEST 
170 180 15.00 09/10/73 10/01/73 09/10/73 10/01/73 0 CO!APLETE 'PUNCTIONAL TEST 
180 190 15.00 10/01/73 10/22/73 10/01/73 10/22/73 0 COMPLETE INTERPACE TEST 
190 200 50,00 10/22/73 12/31/73 10/22/73 12/31/73 0 COMPLETE SYSTEM TEST 
200 21-0 28.00 12/31/73 02/07 /74 12/31/73 02/0:'//74 0 CO~PLETE INSTALLATION 
21-0 - -220 0 02/07/74 02/07 /74 02/07/74 02/07 /74 0 CONTINUE MAINTENANCE 
300 30 0 05/02/73 05/02/73 05/02/73 05/02/73 0 05/02/73 IMPACT OP CHANGE REQUESTS 
10 20 10.00 04/02/73 04/16/73 04/02/73 04/16173 0 04/02/73 DF:VET,OP FEASIBILITY STUDY 
30 40 10.00 05/02/73 05/16/73 05/09/73 05/23/,73 5,00 USER REVIEW GENERAL DESIGN 
40 so 10.00 05/16/73 05/30/73 05/23/73 06/06/73 5,00 FINALIZF: CENERAL DESIGN 
50 70 10,00 05/30/73 06/13/73 06/06/73 06/20/73 5,00 PUBLISH GENERAL DESir.N 
70 110 70,00 06/20/73 09/26/73 07/02/73 10/08/73 8,00 DEVELOP SYSTEM TEST PLAN 
110 190 10.00 09/26/73 10/10/73 10/08/73 10/22/73 8,00 RF.VIE~' SYSTEM 'l'ES'l' PLAN 
500 70 0 06/04/73 06/04/73 06/20/73 06/20/73 12.00 06/04/73 If.fPACT OF OPERATING SYSTEM CHANGES 
70 80 20.00 06/20/73 07/18/73 07/09/73 08/06/73 13,00 DEVP.LOP UNIT TEST PLAN 
80 160 10.00 07/18/73 08/01/73 08/06/73 OB/20/73 13.00 REVIEW UNIT TEST PLAN 
70 130 :rn.oo 06/20/73 08/01/73 07 /16/73 08/27/73 18,00 DEVELOP Pt!NCTIONAL TES'!! PLAII 
130 170 10.00 08/01/73 08/15/73 08/27/73 09/10/73 18.00 RF.VIE~! 'PUNCTIONAL TEST PLAN 
70 150 40,00 06/20/73 08/15/73 07 /23/73 09/17/73 23,00 DEVELOP INTERPACE TEST PLAN 
150 180 10.00 08/15/73 08/29/73 09/17/73 10/01/73 23,00 !??.VIEfl I!1TERPACE 'l'EST PLAN 
400 70 0 05/15/73 05/15/73 06/20/73 06/20/73 26.00 05/15/73 IMPACT OP COMPUTER DEGRADATION 
70 90 10.00 06/20/73 07 /04/73 09/10/73 09/24/73 58,00 USER REVIEW DETAIT, DESIGN 
90 100 10.00 07/04/73 07/18/73 09/24/73 10/08/73 58.00 'PINALIZE DETAIL DESIGN 
100 190 10.00 07/18/73 08/01/73 10/08/73 10/22/73 58,00 PUBLISH DETAIL DESIGN 
30 120 20. 00 05/02/73 05/30/73 08/13/73 09/10/73 73,00 DF:VET,OP USER MATERIAL 
140 190 10.00 06/27/73 07/11/73 10/08/73 10/22/73 73,00 PUBLISH USER MATERIAL 
125 140 10,0-0 06/13/73 06/27/73 09/24/73 10/08/73 73,00 PINALIZE USER MATERIAL 
120 125 10,00 05/30/73 06/13/73 09/10/73 09/24/73 73,00 USF.R REVIF.W USER MATERIAL 
~ 
\,..,) 
~ 
PRO.TEC'!: M.I.S. GF.11RRAL MODEL PRINTP.D 04/05/73 AT 15.39.53 
--------
TIMEN(IW DA'!E USEn: 
S(IR'l'F.D nv PRED-!WCC 
PRED succ DUR ES EP' LS L" SLACK SCRD DESCRIP'l'ION 
-- --
-----------
10 20 10.00 04/02/73 04/16/73 04/02/73 04/16/73 0 04/02/73 DEVELOP PEASIBILI'l'Y S'!UDr 
20 30 12.00 04/16/73 05/02/73 04/16/73 05/02/73 0 DEVELOP GENERAL DESIGN 
30 40 10.00 05/02/73 05/16/73 05/09/73 05/23/73 5.00 USER REVIEW GENERAL DESIGN 
30 70 35.00 05/02/73 06/20/73 05/02/73 06/20/73 0 DEVELOP DETAIL DESIGN 
30 120 20.00 05/02/73 05/30/73 08/13/73 09/10/73 73.00 DEVELOP USER MA'!ERIAL 
40 50 10.00 05/15/73 05/30/73 05/23/73 Ofi/06/73 5.00 FINALIZE GENERAL DKSIGN 
50 70 10.00 05130/73 06/13/73 Ofi/06/73 06/20/73 5.00 PUBLISH GENERAL DESIGN 
70 80 20.00 t)fi/20/73 07 /18/73 07/09/73 08/06/73 13.00 DEVELOP UNIT '!ES'! PLAN 
70 90 10.00 06/20/73 07/04/73 09/10/73 09/24/73 58.00 USER REVIEW DE'l'AII, DESIGN 
70 110 70.00 Ofi/20/73 09/26/73 07/02/73 10/08/73 8.00 DEVELOP SYSTEM '!EST PLAN 
70 130 30,00 06/20/73 08/01/73 07/16/73 08/27-/73 18,00 DEVELOP FUNCTIONAL TES'! PLAN 
70 150 40 .oo 06/20/73 00/15/73 07/23/73 09/17/.73 23,00 DEVELOP INTERPACE TES'! PLAN 
70 160 43.00 06/20/73 08/20/73 06/20/73 08/20/73 0 COMPLETE PROGRAMMING 
BO 160 10.00 07/18/73 08/01/73 08/06/73 08/20/73 13.00 REVIEW UNIT TEST PLAN 
90 100 10, 00 07 /04/73 07/18/73 09/24/73 10/08/73 58.00 FINALIZE DETAIL DESIGN 
100 190 10.00 07/18/73 08/01/73 10/08/73 10/22/73 58.00 PUBLISH DE'l'AIL DESIGN 
110 190 10.00 09/26/73 10/10/73 10/08/73 10/22/73 8.00 REVIEW SYSTEU 'l'ES'l' PLAN 
120 125 10. 00 05/30/73 06/13/73 09/1{)/73 09/24/73 73.00 USER REVIEW USER MA'l'ERIAL 
125 140 10.00 06/13/73 06/27/73 09/24/73 10/08/73 73.00 FINALIZE USER MA'!ERIAL 
130 170 10,00 08/01/73 08/15/73 08/27/73 09/10/73 18.00 REVIEW FUNCTIONAL 'l'ES'l' PLAN 
140 190 10.00 06/27/73 07/11/73 10/08/73 10/22/73 73,00 PllFILISH USER MA'l'ERI AL 
150 180 10, 00 08/15/73 08/29/73 09/17/73 10/01/73 23.00 REVIEW INTER"ACE 'l'ES'l' PLAN 
160 170 15,00 08/20/73 09/10/73 08/20/73 09/10/73 0 COMPLE'l'E UNI'l' 'l'EST 
170 180 15,00 09/10/73 10/01/73 09/10/73 10/01/73 0 COMPLETE PUNCTIORAL TEST 
180 190 15.00 10/01/73 10/22/73 10/01/73 10/22/73 0 COMPLETE INTERFACE 'l'EST 
190 200 50.00 10/22/73 12/31/73 10/22/73 12/31/73 0 COMDLETE SYSTEM 'l'EST 
200 210 28.00 12/31/73 02/07/74 12/31/73 02/07/74 0 COMPLETE INS'l'ALLATION 
210 220 0 02/07/74 02/07 /74 02/07/74 02/07/74 0 CONTINUE MAINTENANCE 
300 30 0 05/02/73 0 5/02 /7·3 05/02/73 05/02/73 0 05/02/73 IMPACT 0'11 CHANGE REQUES'!S 
400 70 0 05/15/73 05/15/73 06/20/73 06/20/73 26.00 05/15/73 IMPACT OF COMPUTER DEGRADA'!ION 
500 70 0 06/04/73 06/04/73 06/20/73 06/20/73 12.00 06/04/73 IMPAC'l' OF OPERATING SYSTEM CHANGES 
~ 
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